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A STUDY OF HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATION IN INDIANA
SUHLURT AND FINDINGS
Introduction
Although large expenditures have been made by the state and
lcoal government of Indiana to improve highways for motor vehicle
travel, highway Improvement has failed to keep pace with traffic demands
o
Moreover, there is the dismal prospect that without effective remedial
measures, inadequacies relative to traffic demands will continue to in-
crease while highway travel doubles by 1975*
This engineering study reveals the extent and difficulty of the
highway problems of Indiana <, More than one-fourth of the road and
street mileage is deficient and now requires resurfacing, reconstruction,
or entirely new construction to be adequate for traffic. An estimated
expenditure of $5*2 billion is necessary to correct present (1957) and
future deficiencies and to provide for maintenance and administration
during a 15-year program*,
Development or improvement of adequate road and street systems,
however, cannot by achieved by rule of thumb or by piece-meal legisla-
tion,, They are engineering processes and their accomplishment requires

effective and continuous long~range planning Such planning and opera-
tion must be based on firm, consistent decisions of concern to transpor=
tation policy, administration, engineering, and finance
„
Economic Services
The growth of the highway system has been intimately related to the
social and economic progress of the state. Transportation is recognized
as a major economic force and Indiana °s progress can be measured in terms
of the development of methods used to carry goods and people from place
to place,. In the past there has been a need for the extensive growth of
the railroads in the state, water transportation remains of importance to
certain geographical areas, and the use of air and pipeline transportation
is increasing rapidly <> But highways, in addition to being essential to
motor transport in their own right,* perform the essential service of link°
ing ail other means of transportation together <,
It is difficult to measure the influence of highway transportation
upon state and national economy, but great benefits accrue to agriculture^
commerce, industry, educations and the national defense. The importance
of highways to Indiana is represented by the many vehicle registrations,
lo5 million passenger cars and over 300,000 trucks in Indiana in 1955°
Excluding farm trucking, about 325 900Q persons were onployed in highway
transportation industries in Indiana in that year (55)«* In 49 percent
of the state's towns and villages, highways are reported to provide the
only available freight transportation (55)° It was also found by one
investigator that every one of the 899 post offices in the state use some
highway transportation and 550 depend upon highway transportation for
service (55)<,
Numbers in parenthesis refer to bibliography..
Agriculture depends greatiy on highway transportation - ©ne=-.fourth
©f all trucks registered in th® state are farm trucks^ livestock mar=
keting accounted for over en©~third of tha total farm income in the state
during 1955 and nearly all livestock was shipped by truck in that year
to the four major markets of Evansville, Fort Wayne 9 Xadianapolie, and
Mtaaei® (55)©
The highways integrate water j, rail, pips, and air transport into
a transportation system and are necessary in the ©conomi© life of -the
society? City streets are crowded with the traffic that is essential to
larban life 9 and local roads reach into the most remote and inaccessible
©erners of the stat®o Most families „ regardless of social status or
income 9 have an automobileo
The growth of suburban residential areas and the movement of
industry away from urban ©enters has been amde possible by the motor
vehieleo Travel for recreational purposes has been made ccaofortabla
and invitingo The public welfare has benefited from rapid and efficient
covenant of professional and coamunity services of doctors,, firs fighters,
mail ©arriers, ambulances, and school buses o But most important are th®
sountless services rendered to industry and agriculture by th® m^tor
vehicle using the Indiana highway systems
o
Highway Travel
A study of travel trends is a vital step in determining highway
inadequacies and in developing practical Iong=ranga programso Because funds
for highway improvement represent a long terai capital investment including
many years of service*, any highway improvement mist be concerned with future
demands
o
The factors of population growth, vehicle ownersaip, and .fuel
consumption are an indication of the volume of traffic for any given
period* By studying these variables, it is possible to make a reason
ably accurate projection of traffic volume Such projections or
estimates, if soundly made, show how much traffic may be expected in
future years, and the hignways and streets which will be required to
serve and accommodate the traffic*
The 1950 census reported nearly four million persons in this
state 9 and it is estimated that tne population will approach sis
million in 1975<> Although motor vehicle registrations in Indiana
decreased during the depression and World War ll 9 they increased
from 875,000 in 1930 to nearly 1,800,000 in 1955 » The per capita
ownership of the motor vehicle changed from 3<>7 persons per vehicle
in 1935 to 2.25 persons per vehicle in 1955 and it is expected to
approach 1<>35 persons per vehicle by 1975° iistimates based on analy«=
sis of motor vehicle use and fuel data indicate that the average
vehicle traveled about 10,,000 miles in 1955 (32 Jo Average annual
travel appears to be leveling off at about this mileage <> Conservative
projections of these basic factors of traffic generation indicate




The purpose of long-range highway planning is to develop roads
and streets which supply the amount and type of service demanded from
each facility. Thus, it i3 necessary to group hignways into systems
with all highways in a system performing similar services, to assign
responsibility for their improvement to the unit of government most
concerned, and to develop an overall financing plan fitted to the
requirements of each system,, .vhen state , county, and city highway
administrators are responsible for construction and maintenance of
excessive mileages of highways inappropriately assigned to them,
efficiency in management and fund expenditure is difficult to maintain
One of the most basic steps in the proper and efficient adminis=
tration of the highway systems is adequate classification. In Indiana8
many of the county and city highways require classification and the
state highway systems would benefit from a reclassification.
Standards
In this study some sub-standard construction was found on all
road and street systems In some cases, deficiencies in structural
design contributed significantly to the rapid deterioration or obsolea-
cence of pavements and bridges . In others the lack of control of
access was of major importance.. Highways cannot be changed as readily
as automobiles by changing models. They must be constructed to stand"
ards which are adequate for the present and future demands of traffico
Highway Operations
The efficiency of operation of many miles of hignway could be
increased through effective use of traffic engineering procedures.
One-way operation and removal of parking will increase the
capacity of many city streets. Progressive timing of signals may
permit free=flowing and unimpeded movement of traffic. Furthermore,
the development of new nighways requires tne coordination of
plan-




In 1955 9 highway traffic accidents in Indiana claimed the lives
of 1„145 persons - 258 in urban areas and 887 in rural areas (42).
In addition, over 37,000 persons were injured (42) „ The total economic
los3 for these accidents including the loss of wages, medical expense
s
s
cost of insurance, and property damage exceeded &140 million (2*2)
The traffic fatality rate in Indiana was 60O deaths per 100 million
vehicle miles as compared to a national figure of 6„4 (42 )»
Elimination of the inadequate elements on the highways of Indiana
will reduce accident
s
c Some estimates indicate that 40 percent of all
accidents could be eliminated if the highway systems were improved to
modern design concepts,* Control of access on the Interstate and
Primary State Highways will account for most of this reduction, for
indiscriminate roadside development has caused many sections of high-
way to develop high accident rates<>
The highway safety problem is indeed difficult c No one solution
for it can be obtained, and man, with his human limitations, will
always have accidents* Much can be done, however, to prevent many




With the notable exception of the toll road, Indiana has very
few miles on the l,100-=mile Interstate System which meet modern
minimum design standards,, Nearly 936 miles of this system must be
i
newly constructed or reconstructed- Many of the four-lane divided
highways on this system must be relocated or rebuiltg primarily
because of lack of coiitrolled access All two=lane highways on this
gysjtem must be rebuilt and many of them relocated for economic reasons
The initial construction costs for the Interstate System will require
an expenditure of $783 million in rural areas and $274 million in
urban areas 8 The freeway system in Indianapolis alone will use over
one~half of the total urban expenditures for the Interstate System
in Indiana
o
More than 2,300 miles of the rural Primary and Secondary Systems
are also in need of improvement o About 200 miles of improvements are
required because of inadequate capacity and an additional 2^400 chiles
because of structural deficiencies Nearly 1,300 structures should
be replaced or widenedo Over 450 miles of new four=lans divided hlgh<=
ways are now required on the Primary System., The total estimated cost
to eliminate present deficiencies is $472 million The cost of re=
construction of highways and structures is nearly 85 percent of the
total and the remaining 15 percent, of the cost is for widening and
resurfacing,, The cost of new structures is 28 percent of the total
cost of eliminating all present inadequacies on the Primary and
Secondary System,,
Over 150 miles of bypasses around large and small communities
should be built now, and freeway systems are required in the large
cities of the state • The total cost of the 'immediately needed improve-
ments on the State Urban System is $202 million,, The cost of providing
off-street parking lots and parking garages has not been included in
this estimate,. The parking problem, however, must be considered with
8
the highway problem if an adequate and lasting solution is to be
attained..
The improvements required on the state systems during tne next
fifteen years will be of considerable magnitude. Over 6^100 miles
of the rural Primary and Secondary Highways will become inadequate «=>
600 miles will be caused by lack of capacity, 5*000 miles by structural
deficiencies^ and 500 miles by a combination of capacity and structural
deficiencies.) It will be necessary to rebuild over 1,000 bridg6s«
Nearly 1,150 miles of four-lane divided highway are required and
1,400 miles of two-lane highway must be rebuilt. Almost 3j60Q miles
of widening and resurfacing will be needed*. The total cost of this
work including the required structures is $848 million, of whicn ??
percent of the cost is for reconstruction and 23 percent for resur-
facing and wideningo
On the State Urban System many additional miles of bypasses
will be required in the next 15 years and most of this improvement
should be four-lane divided construction » However, the most complex
problems will remain on the routes that pass directly through the
citieso On a mileage basis at least 40 percent of future urban
deficiencies will be caused by inadequate capacity, and about 49 per-
cent by structural inadequacies* It is estimated that &2?2 million
will be required to eliminate tne urban deficiencies on state routes
which will accrue in tne next fifteen yearso
In addition to the construction already discussed, it will be
necessary to provide additional funds to adequately maintain the en-
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maintenance costs vd.ll remain almost constant o Improved highways
have lower maintenance costs for the same traffic volume, but tnis
redaction is offset by the higher total cost resulting from a greater
number of miles of four=lane divided pavement and increased traffic
«
It is estimated that on the Stat© Primary, Secondary, and Urban
Systems }p354 million should be spent for nsaintenence, including
administration, in the next 15 year3<>
County Road System
The counties greatest problems are on the Primary and Secondary
Systems o In this study, nearly 21,000 miles were estimated to be in
these Systems and the remaining 55,500 in the Local Service System
In order to eliminate the present deficiencies and those that
will accrue in the next 15 years, construction expenditures of &3?2
million on the Primary and Secondary Systems and $161 million on the
Local Service System are required. An additional #453 million is
required for maintenance on all systems*
City Streets
It was necessary to estimate the mileages of streets in the
various classifications in many cities wnere defined classified
systems did not exist. A total of 2,600 miles were classified as city
arterials, and 8,600 miles as residential streets in this study.
During the next 15 years, nearly 1,000 miles of tne arterial system
and over 5,100 miles of the residential street system must be recon-
structed or resurfaced. This will cost nearly #237 million for con=
struction on the arterial street system and $20? million on the
11 -
residential street So Nearly $206 million will be required for main-
tenance of both systems,.
Program
A period of 15 years was selected in this study as the optimum
time required to eliminate all highway deficiencies in Indiana The
annual average cost for a 15-year program to bring all of the high=
ways and streets of Indiana to adequacy is estimated to be;
Interstate System § 85 million
State Primary s Secondary, and Urban Systems $156 million
All county roads & 66 million
All city street 8 (except state urban $ 43 million
highways) ^ u ^
Total average annual cost for 15 years $350 million
Finance
The ability of Indiana to bring its highivays to an adequate
status is dependent upon the money available e Funds are available
from three sources •= the Motor Vehicle Highway Account, which derives
its monies from motor fuel taxes and license and registration feesj
local monies derived from property taxation? and Federal Aid (75 )°
Highway funds are spent for three essential highway functions-
construction, maintenance., and administration. Expenditures for the
state systems have been primarily for construct!on a and the expends
iturea for county roads and city streets have been primarily for
maintenance o
- 12
Since 1939 costs of highway work have risen because of economic
conditions,. According to the highway construction cost index de-
veloped by the Bureau of i^ublic Koaris and published periodically ia
numerous technical magaainegg, the 1955 highway dollar purcnaaed only
79 percent as much as ia I946 and only about half as much as it did
in 1932
Other conditions of major importance affect the cost of high=
way construction« Standards of highway construction have risen, and
it is probable that they will continue to rise Protection of the
highway investment tnrough adequate limited access will have a pro-
nounced influence on preventing functional obsolescence and is econom<=
ically sound but it will also increase tne initial costo
The general trend in highway finance is for the Highway user 8
through vehicle and motor fuel taxes^ to provide increasing amounts
of revenue for highway construction and maintenance In 1955 and
excluding Federal Aid, the highway user provided nearly 86 percent
of the monies available for use in highway construction aid maintenance
programs in Indiana (64)0
The passage of the Federal Aid Act of 1956 and -,he increase
in state motor fuel taxes early in 1957 will result in more dollars
for highway construction and maintenance in lndiana The projection
of all highway revenues 8 to be expected from fiscal policies in
effect in 1957, however, indicates that sufficient funds will not
be available to eliminate all of the inadequacies of the highways
of Indiana within 15=>yearB»
^COMMENDATIONS
As a result of this study of the highways of Indiana, the
following recommendations relative tc the highways in Indiana aro
made:
lo Stat© ? county and city highways should be classified on a
functional basis Initial classification will be necessary
for most city and county hignways inasmuch as most of these
jurisdictions have never completely grouped their highways
into eyetemso In most jurisdictions where ell highways
have been classified, a reclassification is necessaryc
The end result should be an integrated network of state,
county, and city highways. Desirable mileage limitations
should be established for major classifications and auth-
orisation to change the classification of a road as condi-
tions warrant should be based on established criteria,
2o Minimum design standards for new highway facilities should
be adopted by all governmental units responsible for high-
way construction,, They should be based on the bsst enginer-
ing practice with a consideration of economics and bs com=
patible with the traffic and safety requiremants of each
highway system*
3. The present limited access law should be applied vigorously
where applicable to protect major state highways from i.he
strangulation of uncontrolled roadside development
«
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4o The highway planning and traffic engineering activities
of the State Highway Department should be integrated ar.d
exDandecU
5 c A program for developing effective city=county=state
relations should be encouraged to facilitate the plan~
ning9 construction, and operation of all highways in
Indiana „
60 Most of the cities of Indiana should secure relief from
many of their traffic problems through the application of
the principles of traffic engineerings Additional quali-
fied personnel and adequate budgets are required in this
aroao The smaller cities should investigate the possibility
of securing the part-time services of an experienced traffic
engineer to assist them©
7o The services of engineering personnel are badly needed in
the counties to plan, construct, operate, and maintain their
highway systeraso Especially needed for county roads is
adequate route marking and the better use of traffic 3igns
and markings to improve service and safety
80 The agressive highway safety education program in Indiana
should be continued and expanded to include more emphasis
on the local levelo Driver education programs should be
expanded to include all high sehools
15
9o Many cities should study their traffic laws and bring,
them into agreement with the Model Traffic ordinance
and state regulaiionso
10o Each county and city should initiate and maintain en ac-
cident record system according to uniform proeedureso
These records should then be analyzed and used to develop
a local accident reduction progranu
llo Each governmental unit in Indiana should prepare a long-
range plan for highway modernisation o The program should
utilise a sound method for establishing priorities of
construeti oiio
12 o A fiscal policy that will provide adequate funds to
successfully complete the authorised long«range plan
should be studied and agreed to by each governmental
unite
13o An inventory of highway conditions should be maintained
in a current status by the State Highway Department and
the counties and cities of Indiana,,
- 16 -
Background laformantion
The way of life in America haa been changed significantly by
the development of the automobile and by the improvement of tne road
and street systemso The nation, as well as every state, city, and
village, has felt the impact of highway transportation,, Fifty years
ago horse-drawn vehicles were symbols of highway transportation , and
community life was centered around the general store, the church,
and the little red school house* Jiach community, in a sense, was
separate and isolated from its neigh:oor
Fifty yeara ago highway motor vehicles were a curiosity and a
luxury j, and the roads often were impassable s In 1906 Indiana had
about one motor vehicle for every 1000 residents while in 19^6 this
ratio had increased to nearly one vehicle for every two reaidentso
Indiana had only a few miles of all=>we&fcher roads in I9O60 By 19Jj6
over 90 percent of the road mileage was in this classification, but
a large percentage of this mileage was inadequate for present and
future traffic (36)
The inadequacy of the Indiana Highway System today is the
result of four basic fsctorss 1) increased acceptance and use of the
motor vehicles 2) higher standards of highway construction required
for the present motor vehicle! 3) failure to provide the necesaasy funds
for construction, reconstruction, and maintenance^ and 4) the decreased
purchasing power of the dollar e World War II contributed significantly
to the present Inadequacies by interrupting the production of better
roadso Construction and maintenance during the War met minimum needs
17
or was deferred altogether o Since the War, Indiana has not been able
to meet the increasing demand for adequate highways This delay ha©
produced a backlog of deficiencies which can only be corrected by
an extensive highway construction program during the next several
years
o
This study was initiated in late 1954 as & cooperative activity
between the Joint Highway Research Project of Purdue University and
the State Highway j3epartment of Indiana
Inventory data for the entire state administered system was
collected by the Highway Department early in 1955 as & project of the
Highway Plaiming Surv©y Sash of the aix Stata Highway districts
assuiaed responsibility for the collection of data in their respect!
areaso
Research information from the Highway Research Board, th«3 Bureau
of Public Roads, the American Association of State Highway Uffieials £
and the Automotive Safety Foundation contributed to the study o The
tabulation^ review, and analysis of the information collected from
the several sources, as well as the preparation of this report, were
performed by research engineers and other personnel of the Joint
Highway Research Project, Engineering Jixperimeni Station, Purdue
University
Certain preliminary results of tnis study were released in
late 1956 to the Indiana Highway Study Commission of the Indiana




The engineering analysis for this study included several phases
and is outlined as follows:
lo A historical review of highway transportation in Indiana
was iaadso It included studies of road and street develops
ment and of the financial and econoiaic progress of the
highway 3/steffio
2o A study was made of travel trends s road use y and service of
the various systems of highway In Indian&o Population and
motor vehicle registration growth were studied along with
increases in motor fuel consumption,, ana estimates of
future travel were mad©
3o Tolerable and design standards were developed and used to
measure the adequacy of existing facilities and to determine
cost dat,a<> A study was also made to determine the adequacy
and cost of maintenances
4- A survey of current traffic engineering practices was made
in several areas of Indiana to determine their effectiveness
and adaptation to present facilitieSo
5o A study of highway safety and the causes of accidents was
cade to determine their relationships to highway deficiencies*
6o An appraisal of the various highway systems of the stattj was
made to determine the cost to correct existing and future
deficiencies,, Program costs vere determined for a lj>=>year
period on the atate^ county, and city systemso
Fiscal Study
A comprehensive fiscal study is not included in this report
j
however, a finance study ia necessary to adequately complete a'sv:
®f present and future highway construction and 2?jaintenance needs Q
The finance study should, in gensral^, be made independentiy of t
physical needs study It should 8 however s use facts obtained from




Basic Reasons for Motor Vehicle Transportation
For Indiana to develop in an orderly manner as a significant
coiTEEercial, agricultural s and industrial state , an adequate and effi-
cient system of transportation must be available. This system must
provide for movement of goods and persons and for integration of all
comaiunities with the economy The role of transportation has been so
obvious in the creation of Indiana's wealth that its importance nae
been overlooked. For any community to progress ceyond a subsistence
economy j, effective transportation is essential. For example , if a
farmer or manufacturer were unable to sand his products to market
for consumption by others, there would be little reason for producing
more than could be consumed in the local community Low-cost, mass
production techniques would not De important if produces and services
were not available tc the millions of people desiring them; further-
more 8 decentralisation of industry would be difficult and improbable.
Transportation makes possible the interchange of goods and service a,
opens markets to the Indiana producer in broad areas., makes products
from distant locations available to the Indiana consumer, and has a
significant effect on employment
The influence of highways on the economic life of the people
^
and the dependence of farmers, businessmen, and laborers in every
corner of the stats upon the motor vehicle in their daily activities
is certainly sn important factor. Furthermore, the economic life of
our nation is rapidly becoming dependent on the motor vehicle
o
Indiana has always required transportation for commerce, agri-






















































In the early years of the nation and Indiana, transportation was
primarily over routes that were nothing more than Indian trails*
In the early 1800° s the construction of the National Road (U D So 40
today) and canals across the state added to the transportation systemo
Later the railroad replaced the use of the roads and canals except
for local transportation Highways were not of major importance
again until the development of the automobile in the early 1900*30
Since 1900 the role of highways in our economy has grown con=
sistently because the highly flexible, convenient, and adaptable
service was furnished by motor vehicle transportatlono Most of the
early motor vehicles were passenger cars which were soon to replace
the horse and buggy in everyday communication among people. As motor
vehicles grew in number and importance, use broadened and special
types were developed to serve specific purposeso Mew fields of service
such as motor bus and motor truck transportation developed*, Since 1920
the growth of the motor truck has been very rapide The early trucks
were of single-unit design, usually on hard=rubber tires, and the pay-
load carried was small » In recent years the number of heavy trailer
combinations and the weight per unit have increased at a rapid rate*
Furthermore, the t.on=miles of cargo carried by tnem has increasedo
Today, highway transportation is a great industry carrying nearly one-
fifth of the ton-idles of intercity freight and about nine=fcenths of
the intercity passenger transportation (5)*<>
A recent survey made in Indianapolis indicated that approximately
70 percent of the freight moved in and out of that city by highway
transportation (55)° Furthermore, it is estimated that approximately
90 percent of all intercity passenger transportation to and from




















Indianapolis was by private auto and bus, with 85 percent of the total
by private auto.
Economic Impact of Motor Vehicle Use
Highways produce great benefits to agriculture, industry,
4
education, and national defense o It is very difficult, however,
to measure the exact influence of highway transportation on the state
and national economy Many observations show the striking changes
which the transporting of persons and goods has produced on our every-
day living habits* The accompanying map of Indiana illustrates some
of the products and commodities produced in different areas of the
state o As can be readily noted, Indiana produces many varied and
valuable products of agriculture and industry, and all are available
to every citizen of the state because of effective highway transport-
ationo
Indiana is known as "The Crossroads of America," and tne motto
is very appropriate o The state's strategic location on national
north-south and east=west routes requires that its highways be adequate
for Indiana 8 s benefit and for the benefit of the entire mid=west and
nationo The Great Lakes on the north, the mountainous regions on the
south, the large centers of population on the east, and the vast
agricultural areas of the west cause much of the cross-country traffic
to be channeled through Indiana,. During the summer of Iy$6, a survey
indicated that over 40 percent of the passenger cars on the state's
primary rural highways were non-Indiana vehicles (51)o
Importance of highways to Hoosiers is also shown by the fact that



















































There "are more than twice as nany trucks in use in
Indiana"
today as there were in 1940o Truck-trailer combinatxons
haul 75% of the ton-iralee of all truckso
Figure 8
29
trucks registered in Indians (70) o Excluding drivers of farm trucks,
there were about 325,000 people employed in highway transportation
industries (55)o Furthermore, the trucking industry was responsible
for about one out of every six paychecks. In about one=half of the
state 8 s towns and villages^ highways provide the only means of freight
transportation usedo It was also found tha& all of the 899 postoffices
In Indiana use highway transportation and over 500 of them are serviced
only by highways (55)o
Agriculture
Indiana is an important agricultural state., About 85 percent of
the land area is used for farming and over 20 percent of the population
of Indiana lives on farms » Since more than one-fourth of all trucks ie>
gistered in the state are farm-trucks, it can be readily seen thet farm=
ers rely heavily upon highway transportation for the movement of supplies
and products from farm to market (21)
o
Indiana is among the four leading corn producing states of the
country, and has a yield per acre about 40 percent higher than the
national average c. Although this crop grows all over the state, it
grows beat in the central region Wheat is the second most important
crop in terms of acreage with hay and oats ranking nexto These crops
are osed mainly for feed and a large portion of them are shipped over
the highways to market in many of the larger cities of the state and
the nationo
Fruits and vegetables are also extensively grown About one-
tenth of the tomatoes grown in tne United States comes from the fields
• of Indiana Large crops of potatoes are grown in the drained lowlands
30
of northern Indiana^ The rich muck soil of thaU region often produces
over 600 bushels of potatoes per acre<> Other crops of that area are
onions, peas s cabbage, and celery c In 195,5, trucks hauled about 94
percent of all fresh fruits and vegetables that moved out of Indiana (55
)
c
Livestock marketing produced veil over one=third of the total
farm income in the state during 1955 with hogs ranking first in produc=
tion and cattle second* Every year thousands of calves are shipped from
western and southern states to be fattened on Indiana farms - a difficult
feat to accomplish without truck transportationo
In 1955 almost 100 percent of all livestock shipped to the four
major markets of Evansville, Fort Wayne, Indianapolis^ and .Muacie was
by truck (55)° There is also an ever increasing demand for trucks to
ship livestock to markets outside of Indiana and to ship dairy products
within and out of the state D
Industry
For more than 30 years manufacturing in the United States has
been decentralizing Although each factory is normally not self
sufficient, the requirements of industry have been accomplished by new
techniques of mass production and transportation. This industrial
reliance upon many separate organisations for supply can be readily
illustrated by the manufacture of automobile So A single automotive
company may depend upon many plants to supply it with parts and mater*-
ialso To keep its supply lines running continuously with maximum eco&
omy, highway transportation is an absolute necessity..
Although Indiana is primarily known as an agricultural state, its
industries have national prominence „ ftrobably the most important in the






IN 1955 ALMOST 100 PERCENT OF ALL
LIVESTOCK SHIPPED TO INDIANA'S FOUR
MAJOR LIVESTOCK MARKETS MOVED BY TRUCK
FIGURE 9
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in the nation., This industry is centered in the Calumet region, with
the world" 8 largest steel plant in the Gary area (21) o Ln nearby
Whiting is located one of the world's largest oil refineries where
crude oil is transformed into various refined petroleum products^
which are often shipped oy truck to various areas of the mid=west (21)
Although not widely publicized^, Indiana ranks second among all
states in automotive products manufacturing (21) o Factories in such
cities as Indianapolis, South Bend; Anderson, Muncie, and Evansville
produce automotive parts and tools and airplane engines and partso
Surveys made at factories in each of these cities indicated that over
90 percent of the goods entering and leaving were carried by highway
transportation (55) o Many of the state 9 © other industries such as the
manufacture of machinery, furniture, pharmaceuticals, and pottery are
also dependent upon highway transportation for their ejdstenceo
Education. Safety. Defense, and Recreation
The benefits derived from highway transportation are so vast
and varied that they are beyond objective measure » In addition to the
uses made of the highway system in Indiana s industrial and agricult-
rial and agricultural economy, a great amount of travel is for aducationo
Because of the school buss there is no longer a need for the old-
fashionecl. one-room school house o Today, many of these schools of the
past have been consolidated into fewer and better institutions tiat
are capable of giving children the proper education needed to prepare
them for the world of tomorrow<> The extent of the Hooaier°s reliance
upon highway transportation for education is illustrated by the fact














Highways are indispensable during local emergencies for the
ssonmmnt of police and fire fighting a>quipmento
Figure 11
High standards of sanitation would bo almost impossible to
maintain without street and highway networks
Figure 12
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On a national basis it has been estimated that approximately 25 per-
cent of the public school students are carried by this form, of
transportation (38)0
During local emergencies the highways are of paramount importance
Their function in expediting the movement of police, fire=fighting equip~
stent, and other community services is invaluable « When speaking of
emergencies, one must consider them on a national as well as local
level o National defense cannot be maintained without adequate highway
facilitieso The federal and stats governments have realized this
dependence and have designated a larfae mileage of integrated highways
to be used for defense in case of enemy attack.
The convenience of highway transportation for recreational
purposes cannot be overlooked Approximately 70 percent of the trips
exceeding 100 miles in length made in the United States in 195$
were by automobile (38)0 Many of these were for vacations and have
caused our highways to be crowded with vacationing tourists, especially
during the summer months o '-& a nationwide basis, it has been found
that nearly 85 percent of ail vacations by families are by private car (38}
<
Highway Transportation and Cities
Many cities^ towns, and villages in Indiana are completely depend"
ent on buses and trucks for transportation communication with the rest
of the State*, within cities, particularly larger ones, dependence on
the motor vehicle for transportation is increasing,, This increase is
directly attributable to the advantages afforded by motor vehicles and
the desire of people to use them It 1b no longer necessary for people
to live within walking distance of their jobs or the downtown shopping
district So Many do not live near routes of mass transportation service
°
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These conditions are responsible in turn for certain urban travel
trends which have been evident for the past 20 years and which continue
to gain momentum,. Among these are the location of residential develop^
ments and industrial plants in the suburban areas, the establishment of
shopping centers in outlying locations, and the growing congestion of
street traffic in the central business districts These trends are mak=
ing it Increasingly desirable to live in the suburbs where the environ^
ment is more conducive to a healthful and relaxed way of life People
are no longer willing to sacrifice comfort and privacy for the conven»
ience of being located near the congested business district or the place
they work* The automobile and the modern highway make these destinations
accessible from distant locations..
If Indiana'' 8 economy is t keep pace with the desires and energies
of its progressive population, highway transportation, properly integrated
with other mode3 of transportation, is necessary Highways, however, can
only provide adequate transportation when they are in adequate quantity
and condition
o
Oftec a vacation oottage«oa-«he«ls9 &h© house trailer
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History of Road. Building
An absolutely essential step in dstennining highway construction
and maintenance needs and developing adequate long-range plans is the
study and analysis of highway travel trends » Present and past coudi=
tions must be used, in most cases, as a basis for tne prediction of
future conditionso An analysis of the many factors wnich affect tne
movement of highway traffic was performed in tnis study,, such factors
as the development of the road system, enaracteristics of hignway travel,
population growth, motor vehicle registration, and motor vehicle fuel
consumption, have a direct relationship to the complex hignway problem
facing Indiana todayi
Although roads were developed slowly, they were recognized early
as a necessity in community lifeo iflaoy of tne pioneer families of
Indiana established homesteads in the triangular pocket of southwestern
Indiana, an area bounded ay tne Wabash and Ohio Rivers « Immediately
these pioneers began cutting crude roads from their homesteads to the
river landings in order to move their supplies to water tranaportationc
Flatboats were waiting to transport the settlers produce on the Uhio
and Mississippi to ready markets at New Orloanso
As early as 1306 Congress enacted legislation authorizing the
building of a highway from Cumberland, Maryland, westward to Illinois (45 ) <
The route through Indiana was from Richmond via Indianapolis to i'erre
Haute o Meanwhile Indiana was engaged in an ataoitious program of
"Internal Improvements", estimated to cost, when finished, more than
ten million dollars (13 Jo Construction was started on a state jroad
from Madison to Indianapolis, and thence to Lake Michigan (13 )«
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In addition to building roads, the program of "Internal Improve-
ments'4 called for the construction of a system of canals to provide
cheap water transportation for farm crops and for the products of mines
and factories of the state. The Central Canal, started in 1832, was
intended to connect the Uabash=Eri© Canal with Indianapolis and
Evansvilleo Feeder roads were built to the barge landings along the
canals, opening up the farming regions and further increasing the
population and wealth of the state . Later when railroads came, the
slow moving canal boats could not compete favorably with this mode of
overland transportation, and most canals were abandoned.. Local roads
became more useful than ever with the casing of the railroads.. Then,
as now, a large part of all the freight carried by the railroads nad
to be collected and distributed by vehicles using the highways.
With the development of the automobile, good roads oecame more
important to the transport-conscious people of Xndiana Smoother and
better roads were required than those that had been adequate for horse-
drawn vehicles. Township and county roads were graded and resurfaced
with gravel or crushed stone. Many miles of city streets were paved.
Motor traffic in Indiana and the nation had reached such proportion
by 1917 that the financial burden and responsibility of building and
maintaining a connected system of intercity main highways was too much
for local townships and county governments to bear. It was in 1916
that the Congress of the United States, recognizing a national respon-
sibility for roads, enacted the first Federal Aid highway Act, which
allocated funds to each state contingent on their administration by a
recognised State Highway Department (13)o
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Development of Road Building Agencies
Indiana quickly responded to the demands of the people for better
highways. Action by the General AssemoXies of 1917 ana 1919 resulted
in the creation of a State Highway Commission. The highway Goaacission,
in its formulaiive period of I9I9 arid 1920, was given the task 9 with
the co-operation of the Federal Government p to provide in the shortest
period of time a system of highways that would connect county seats and
other cities of $000 people or more (13) ° State funds and federal
grants-in-aid provided for the improvement of this system, la 1923 the
motor fuel tax was enacted = the initiation of the trend in Indiana
that the highways should be supported by the users (13 ).
Since its inception the Highway Commission has built thousands of
miles of roadways* The existing State Sural System is comprised of
10,600 miles of bituminous and portland cement concrete pavements and
65 miles of gravel or crushed stone surfaceSo
There are now approximately 76»Q00 ffliles of local rural roads
which are the responsibility of the counties (52). Over 15*500 miles
have dustless surfaces; 50,500 miles of this system have gravel or stone
surfacesj and 10,000 miles have unimproved surfaces (52). In 1955
about 8^500 miles of the total mileage (li ?200 miles) in the city
street system were paved (40) o Nearly 2^,000 miles have gravel or
crushed stone surfaces and 700 miles have earth or unimproved surfaces (/£>)<
Characteristica of Highway Tyavel
The traffic on Indiana's roadways includes many types of vehicles.
At any given time these vehicles are making trips to particular destina=
tions from various origins for specific purposes. The routes of these
44
trips often utilize roads of several different classifications and types<,
The resulting distribution of travel produces traffic streams which
vary in volume and composition at different times and on different sec<=
tions of highways and systems of highways*, All these characteristics,
together with the rate of traffic increase, are factors in determining
present and future inadequacies
«
The reasons why people make trips indicate why they own motor cars
and what they expect of their highways „ They are indices of the ser-
vices which the highways should be designed to deliver. The results of
studies by various highway agencies show that almost three~fourthsof all
automobile trips are for essential purposes.. About one~fourth of the
total number of trips are for social, recreational, and miscellaneous
purposes (71)
°
Motor vehicle tripB are usually short o It has been determined by
the Uo So Bureau of Public Roads that on a national basis, the average
length of all vehicle trips is about eight mileso i4ore than half the
trips are under five miles and only about one percent are over 100 miles
long (20)o Time is an important factor in determining people's travel
habits,. Concentration of travel depends on the season, the month, the
day of the week, and the hour of the day.
Because of weather, vacations, and recreational activities, volume
is highest in Indiana during the warmer months, April to 0ctober
August is the month of peak seasonal traffic volume while January is the
low volume month
o
On the basis of days of the week, Saturday is the highest traffic
day on all three types of highways considered - state roads, county
roads, and city street s» Travel en Sunday is close behind on both state
and county roads but is far below the weekday average on city streets
-45-
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where Friday is the second highest
o
Hourly variations in traffic volumes during the day are much more
pronounced than daily or seasonal variationso On city streets less than
one~fifth of the total daily travel move3 during the ten=hour period
between 9 PoE>.° and ? a„m« The highest volumes are from 4 pom to 6 p a<.
when most people are returning home from work (§l)o During that period
traffic is as much as 68 percent above the average hourly volume and 16
times higher than the minimum early morning hour volume (51) o Icfor-
mation regarding variations of traffic volume caused uy these and other
factors is vitally important in determining the expected traffic loads
on all classes of highway
Indiana^s roads and streets form a connected system which provides
routes to all parts of the state and adjoining states. Travel between
the different origins and destinations produces various amounts of traffic
on the several classes of roadway into which tne system is divided, and
in the several geographical areas of tne state Q
A vary large proportion of the rural travel is carried by a com=
paratively small part of Indiana 8 s rural road mileage <> The states
maintained rural and urban highway system of 10^,600 miles, representing
U percent of the State "a total road mileage, carries about 6?<>5 percent
of the total travel in the Stabeo Only l?o5 percent of the total travel
occurs on the County Road System of 76,000 milesp which represents
approximately 71 percent of the total mileage (40 )°
Present and Future Travel
The magnitude of the total traffic movement in Indiana is deter-
mined by three factors: population, density of motor vehicle ownership,
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and miles driven annually by the average vehicle. As a group, th©Be
factors can be used to estimate the total volume of st>ate=wide traffic
for any given periodo
Analyses of past and present variations in these basic factors
ffeveal trends which can be projected into the future, Such projection©
or estimates, if soundly made, show how much traffic may be expected in
future years, and what highways and streets will be required to serve
and accommodate this traffic, for highways, due to the life of highway
surfaces, estimates for 20 to 25 years in the future are of particular
value
o
The 1950 census counted 3*934*224 persons in the state, and it is
estimated that the 1975 population will be between 5,200,000 and
5,900sG00o Since 1900 the population of tne United States has nearly
doubled* The population of Indiana has grown somewhat slower, but it
is reasonaole to assume that the rates of increase of population for
Indiana and the United States will have the same general trend during
the projected period to 1975o The greatest increase has been in urban
areaso Indiana, today, has more than twice as many people as a compar=
able average area of the United States, but only about 87 percent as
many as the iiast dorth Central area of the United States (?Q)«
For saveral reasons- among them the lack of good roads = the
ownership of automobiles started rather slowly in Xndiana However,
by 1930 the boom of the 20" s had increased tne number of motor vehicles
owned in the state to 875*000c Although there were decreases during
the depression and World War II, the upward trend continued and by 1955
Indiana registration was about 1,800,000 vehicleso The numoer of per-
sons per motor vehicle has been reduced from about 3»7 in 1935 ^o 2„25

































































In view of the economic progress of Indiana and its people, and
on the basis that highways and streets will be further improved, it
is predicted that motor vehicle ownership will continue to increase at
an accelerating rate for the next 20 years» It is estimated, therefore,
that by 1975 the ratio of vehicle ownership will be nearly 1„35 parsons
per vehicle. This estimate of ownership density indicates that there
will be approximately 3,380,000 motor vehicles registered in the state
in 1975 or almost double the 1955 total.
The average individual vehicle operator has driven his car or
truck an increasing distance each year,. Estimates based on analyses of
motor vehicle use data and on the motor fuel used annually for highway
travel indicate that the average distance traveled by all vehicles
was about 10,000 miles in 1955 (20)„ The data of the last few years
indicate, however, that this figure is now nearly constant., The
average travel for truck and trailer combinations, however, is increas-
ingo This increasing travel by heavy vehicles is important because the
sise, weight, and operating characteristics of these units create
special traffic conditions and design requirements.)
In this study an estimate of traffic wa3 made from 1955 to 1975
for the State Highway System. It was derived from the projection of
growth trends as determined from the records of the permanent counting
stations in Indiana and is indicated by the lower curve on the accom-
panying traffic growth chart (74). A projection derived from the three
basic factors of traffic generation, - population, vehicle registration,
and fuel consumption <= gives the upper curve en the traffic growth chart
o
For the purpose of this study, the lower curve will represent the average
growth and the upper will represent the upper limit of growth.
$e
Computations of the projected values for the lower curve indicate
that in 1975 total highway traffic in Indiana will be apprcad.-
mately double that of 1955» This estimate foreshadows a tremendous
expansion of the traffic load which the highways and streets of























































Classification and Its Purposes
Highway classification is of basic importance in the proper dev-
elopment of Indiana's roads and streets. Classification is the process
of grouping roads and streets according to the desires and requirements
of traffiCo Such systematic grouping is essential in dealing with
problems of jurisdiction; fiscal responsibility; and the development of
construction, and maintenance standards to permit uniform and economical
development of an efficient highway system*
Orderly classification of highways results in economic benefits
to the highway usero The development of highway classifications^, how-
aver,, is faced with serious problems and handicapso In many cases
xighway administrators are not aware of the need of classification, and
in many other cases proper classification is hindered by political
pressures and lack of understanding and information,.
Several factors affecting travel characteristics were previously
discussed which cause different patterns of road and street usage. In
general various traffic conditions generate different, well-defined





Each group demands a special type of service from the highway because
traffic requires that different demands be fulfilled in each casso
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Interstate highways must provide an integrated system of roads
over the entire United States, because they must provide service of
interest to the entire nation as well as to the individual states©
Such a system of highways must also provide for special services during
national emergencies
o
Highv.3ys of state-wide interest provide facilities for travel
between various areas of the state (59). in many respects the travel
requirements on this type of highway will be similar to those on the
interstate system* It is rather difficult to make a definite distinc-
tion between these two highway types because they provide a similar
quality of service « More mileage cf such highways will be required
than for interstate travel, however and there is leaser need for in-
tegration into a national networks
Highways of community interest are those facilities which handle
trips from one part of a community to another part of the same com-
munity (59)<> It includes commuter travel from large cities to rural
areas, travel from farm to market and travel from farm to farm in dif-
ferent areas of a community A community is usually limited to a de-
finite area about the size of a county
Roads and streets of local interest provide access to laudo In
the rural area the local systam provides accoss to farms; while in an
urban area, it provides access to residential, commercial, or indust-
rial property*
In addition to the primary travel function of the various types of
highway, the highway also provides other services (59)° For example,
& highway of state interest may also provide service to local and
community travelo In the cities much of the community travel is
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carried on state highway extensions which pass through theme
Highways of community interest also carry much local traffic
However,, each of the basic types of highway described carries
traffic which is predominately one of the types of travel . How a
highway is predominately used is usually the oasic factor in determin-
ing highway classification (59)^ Traffic volume, in itself9 is not
necessarily a determining factor; however , the volume of traffic and
other factors give additional information concerning tne predominant
use of the highway,,
The organization of highways into systems is a relatively simple
matter after the classification procedure has been completed* These
systems can be assigned fiscal support from the city, county,, or state
jurisdictional unit depending upon the predominance of traffic inters st<
Each agency is best suited to handle its own particular financing pro-
blems because it best understands the problems and their solution..
Standards of design, however9 should be selected for each class of
highway 30 as to assure uniform standards of service for all parts of
a state
o
Existing Systems in Indiana
The more than 98,000 miles of roads and streets in Indiana are
divided into three administrative systems - state, couaty, and city ~
created by legislative action. There is, however^ a sizeable degree
of overlapping of functional uses of the highways in tnese systems,
especially on the State Highway Systemo
State Highways
The legislative power that resulted in the Highway Act of 1919
established the legal framework for the State Highway System* By 1920
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nearly 3200 isiles of this system had been established (13)
o
The mileage steadily increased until 1940 and has been on a gradual
increase since, amounting to only a few miles each year, since that
timso Today the State Highway System is over 10,600 miles in length,,
Most of the rapid increase in state highway mileage was caused
by the logical demands of greater quantities of traffic wishing to
travel more conveniently to different areas of the state o Many miles
of the state system are now urban extensions passing through cities,
and many by-passes have been constructed around cities in the past
30 yearso Many miles were also added because counties desired to be
relieved of a road which was a maintenance burden or desired a higher
typ3 facility without direct expense to the countyQ Over the years
many miles of highway have been added to the state system which, from
a functional standpoint, should not be there o It has been estimated
that perhaps as many as 1,000 miles of highway are not required on the
present state system; most of these roads primarily carry community-
interest traffic
The Federal Aid Highway Act of 1944 provided for the establish-
ment of an Interstate System of Highways which would connect major
centers of population and establish a strategic network of highways
for national defense o In 1955 the urban extensions of this system
were established, thus completing the networko Indiana is responsible
for the construction of 1100 miles of Interstate Highway including urban
construction in Indianapolis and the Calumet area
Federal statutes since 1916 have contributed to the establishment
of a rural State Primary and a State Secondary System, along with the
urban extensions to these highways throughout the state o The State











Primary System* consists of 36OO miles of the more important rural
highway routes in the state and the State Secondary System consists of
5400 miles of the less important rural state highways. Urban extensions
to the rural systems amount to about 500 miles*
County Roads
In general, no attempt has been made by the counties in Indiana ?
except Allen, Dubois, and Jay Counties, to classify their roads in terms
of functional importance o The 1955 study in Allen County, conducted by
the Joint Highway Research Project (7) $ classified county roads into
primary, secondary, and local road systems <. Ihis study was performed
to outline the procedures so that other counties could solve tneir
road classification problem on an objective and scientific hasiSo
Very few miles of the 76,400 miles on the county systems carry
traffic in excess of 1,000 vehicles per dayc *!ost mileage carries less
than 25 vehicles par day a i-3any of the highly traveled roads carrying
local traffic were incorporated into the state system during the 1920 °s
and 30°6o
Some of the more important county highways have been eLLgiole for
Federal Aid Secondary Funds since 1944« Over 10^,000 miles of county
highways arc presently in the Federal Aid Secondary System** However,
other than this classification, tne counties have not developed and
followed a suitable highway classification program. The urgent need
for classification is obvioueo
City Streets
There are over 11,200 miles of streets in the incorporated cities
and towns of Indiana (52) « In smaller cities, most of the important
city streets from the standpoint of usage have been classified function-
ally because they comprise the uroan extensions of the State Highway




System. Of course, many of the important streets in larger cities are
also on the State System,, However,, many of the streets in larger cities
which carry substantial amounts of traffic are not on the State System.,
Several of the cities in Indiana have dons an excellent job of
classifying their streets. Some have adopted the findings of city
planners in the establishment of major thoroughfare routes. However,
many cities have done little in organizing their street systems in a
logical and orderly manner in accordance with their functional use.
Many streets, especially in larger cities, carry traffic volumes
which are nearly equal to the traffic carried on the urban- state highway
extensions. These streets also must carry heavily loaded vehicles and
other special vehicles necessary for proper service to the population
of the city. On the other hand, many streets are used primarily for
land-service functions to serve those people in the homes wnich abut
the streeto Some streets also have small businesses and industry
abutting them in addition to residential properties.,
How Classification Can be Done
Although the present State Highway System is classified, there
are many shortcomings in the present System. The System has expanded
without adequate control and now requires a thorough review. Some
roads now on the State System should be returned to county jurisdiction
because they predominately serve camumnity^intarest traffic. Perhaps
other roads currently under county jurisdiction should be in the State
System. In recent years scientific methods, which do a better job of
highway classification, have been developed by highway engineers and
administrators.
Classification of county roads and city streets is more difficult
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because of the absence of basic dat&o The problem is further cesa=
plicated by tha failure of the counties and cities of Indiana to adopt
uniform criteria for classification* Each county and city, however,
has specific problems and desires which do not completely conform to
an established set of rules for classification,,
Criteria for Classification of State Sustain
There are many criteria which are helpful in making a classifi-
cation study These criteria are used to evaluate the predominant in=
terest or use of a highway,, It is easy to identify the predominant
use when it is entirely devoted to one function and carries only one
type of traffico However, it is difficult to determine the predominant
use when the highway carries traffic with various levels of interesto
The Interstate Highway System has been classified and designated
by the various states and approved by the Bureau of Public Heads,. With
slight adjustment , criteria used for the selection of tne Interstate
Highway System can also be used for the State System© A highway system
of state^wide interest should do tne following (59)<>
1) Connect all evador population, trade, and industrial canters;
2) Connect major highways of adjacent states and form an integrated
system within the state;
3) Connect all seats of county government;
4) Provide access to major recreational areas s including state and
national parks;
5) Provide access to major state institutions;
6) Provide access to major terminals of other transportation
facilities
j
7) Have a volume of traffic on each highway that is sufficient to
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economically justify the inclusion of the highway within the
system;
8} Include only those urban routes which carry traffic from rural
state highways into and through cities^ and tnos© required to
circulate traffic of state=wide inter© st e
The highway should, follow the most economical and feasible route
between cities or other areas of attraction in the rural areas In
urban areas the highway should be integrated with otner st&te highways
to provide continuity of travel., By pass routes should serve as alter-
nate routes for traffic desiring to bypass the heart of the cit^ a Often
circumferential routes are needed to collect and distrioute traffic on
state routes around the city In soma easss alternate or parallel routes
should be added to the system to provide additional capacity to isarve
the overflow of traffic©
Although routes that are established in a highway system generally
ssrve the same traffic functionally for an indefinite period of time, it
is necessary to reclassify some highways as conditions change . Economic
expansion of agriculture and industry6 migration of population, eon=-
struction of new transportation facilities^ and raany other factors
contribute to the need for sucn reclassification,.
The State Highway System should be divided into several cjasses
to further defins the function of its various roadSo The State Primary
System should include long distance routes connecting every part of the
state by direct lines of travel and should connect major centers of
population and various regional areas of the state o a primary route
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The State Secondary System should feed traffic to the Primary and
Interstate Systems and should connect smaller population centers, public
institutions, state parks,, and recreational areaso This System also
should be used to integrate and connect systems of higher classification*,
In some cases "stub" secondary highways should be permitted if they
provide access to state parks and iastituticnso
The Urban State Highway System should form the third division of
the State System., In all cases these urban extensions should be part of
the city arterial system but should be classified as part of tne State
System because their predominant use is of state-wide interesto
Criteria for the selection of tne various classes of county high=
ways can be developed from the criteria for a Stat.® highway System.,
The scope of these criteria must be reduced to county highway purposes
but the general procedure for classification is tne sameo essentially
county roads should be divided into three general classes; Primary^
Secondary
s
and Local Service (7)°
The Primary System should be the most important route b in ths
County Systemo Local industry5 milk distributors^ school buses9 postal
service j, and other services utilise these highways to a great extent
„
These routes usually carry high volums county traffic of community
interest and usually serve as the main farm=to=market hignwayso
The Secondary System should act a3 feeder roads to the primary
routes „ These roads will also serve the counties as iuilk s school bus,
and postal routes They will usually carry relatively less traffic
volume than the Primary Systemc
The Local Service System should serve primarily local property
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owners by providing them convenient access to their property „ Traffic
volume on these roads is small and in many cases will be only a f3w cars
per day„ These roads include the greatest number of miles of roads and
streets in Indiana, but provide the least usage from tne standpoint of
the number of vehicle miles traveledo
City Streets
It is very difficult to devise general principles for the classi-
fication of city streets because many complex problems are involved.
Each locality often has specific problems which must be solvedo However,
some of the broad aspects of classification are discussed in the follow-
ing paragraphs
o
The municipal streets have oeen classified into two general systems
for this study, arterial and residential,. In practice the arterial
system is subdivided into two groups - tne frimary Arterial and the
Secondary Arterial,, Generally, the arterial system connects focal
points of interest within a city and provides for moveutsnt of traffic to
and from different areas of the city and across the city c The residential
or local streets primarily provide access to aoutting property owners
and serve as feeders to the arterial streets,,
Results of Classification Study
Table 1 shows the results of a study of the actual aileage in
each classification of the state systems ana the estimated mileage in
each classification of the county and city systems a
Conclusions
All of the roads and streets of Indiana need to be classified on
a functional basis. This is especially needed for tne county and city
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highways* One of the basic steps in the proper and efficient adminie-
tration of the highway system is adequate classification <> Some of the
obvious advantages are as follows:
1) Classification determines a foundation for the establisnment
of long-range fiscal policy;
2) Classification establishes a basis for efficient management
and intergovernmental coordination;
3) Highways are integrated into a complete system and are also
grouped with thos» highways which should be under the same
jurisdiction because of the type and demands of highway service;
4) Equitable distribution of highway costs, according to the
service rendered is provided;
5) All highways requiring the same level of technical competence
for design and construction are grouped together;
6) Assignment of responsibility on various classes of roads to
the most appropriate agency is made on a sound oasiso
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TOTAL IS INDIANA HIGHWAY SYSTEM 98,200
lo Hon=Fcderal Aid highways (130 miles) on the State System have
been included in this classification,,
2 Urban highways consist of routes through cities having greater
than 3,500 population and bypasses around these cities*
7'o
Recoalmendation
State, county, and city highways should be classified on a functional
basiSo Adequate classification may require initial classification
or reclassification of highways.. The end result, however, should
be an integrated network of state, county, and city highways,.
Desirable mileage limitations should be established for the higher
classifications and authorisation to change the classification of




How Standards Ware Determined
The highways of Indiana have developed througn improved concepts
of construction, reconstruction, and maintenanceo Traffic volume,
vehicle size and weight, vehicle speeds, and vehicle design have also
changed and the standards of construction and maintenance have been
improved to meet the new and varying demands of traffic» A basic require-
mont for meeting present and. future demands for highways in Indiana is
the establishment of minimum standards of design for the various classes
of highwaysc These must include geometric and structural features
that are economical and adequate for present and future traffic demandSo
Fundamentally, highway standards depend upon tne level of service
that traffic require 3o The determination of the level of the standards
to be used requires the development of criteria oy which the traffic
demand can be measuredc Jtngineers from universities, the Bureau of
Public Roads, the American Association of State Highway Officials,
Highway Research Board, the National Committee on Urban Transportation,
and county and municipal organizations have developed these criteria
so that the best methods and practices for achieving economys usefulness,
and longevity in highway improvements and maintenance are obtained.,
Research and practice in highway departments and private industry
and the experience of highway engineers have determined tne standards
that have been used in this study*
Standards for rural roads of various classes are firmly established
on a national basiSo Only recently, however, have urban standards
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Adsquate design standards for streets, highways, and tridges





was recently organized and is composed of engineers in private, state
and national agencies, is developing urban standardSo In the deter-
mination of standards for design of streets in this study , the best
available information from various engineering agencies was usee:.
Standards for a given class of road may change from year to year
As the demands of traffic changes, so does the quality of standardSo
Changes in motor vehicle characteristics and operation, availauility
of funds, and the supply of raw materials for highway construction and
maintenance have profound influence on highway design standards.,
The State Highway Department of Indiana generally follows nationally-
recognized standards for design,, construction, and maintenance a In
some cases* the standards of Indiana exceed minimum national require-
mentSo
Many of the larger cities of Indiana have established standards
for construction and design, but there is a lack of uniformity from
one city to another e In some cities, many arterial streets become
obsolete prematurely because they were built to low geometric and
structural standardSo Maintenance and repair costs on these streets
are often excessively high and the apparent savings in initial con-
struction costs are losto
Design standards used by the counties of Indiana are not uniform
and, in some cases, counties have not been consistent in their use
when they professed to use them* In fact, some counties do not have
formalized road construction standards.. Inadequate bridges,
improper
widths of pavement and shoulders, inadequate ri^nt-of-way and
inadequate












































Two sets of standards were used in appraising the need for
highway and bridge improvements in Indiana One set indicated the
geometric and structural features required for new constructiono The
second set describes conditions on present roads and streets wnich
were considered to meet the minimum requirements for tolerable traffic
service o Any highway which did not meet these mi, niraiua standards was
considered intolerable and was deemed to be in immediate need of
improvement
o
Both sets of standards for the State System were developed by the
study staff in cooperation with the State Highway Department of Indiana o
Standards for use in evaluating county systems were developed by the
staff of the study - and from the literature a Criteria to evaluate
city streets were developed, although with difficulty because of the
local nature of many of the problems involved in such a determination
o
New Construction Standards
Standards required for new construction conform to the latest
highway and street design recommended by the American Association of
State Highway Officials (60 and 61) « It was anticipated tnat construc-
tion practices »ad material specifications would be in accordance with
ttf-esent metnodSo The effect of topography and soils of Indiana was
considered in the determination of standards and the total construction
costs in the various areas in the state
o
Rural State Highways
Tables 55, 51, and 38 show some of the essential features of
new construction that were considered for rural state highwayso
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highways and railroads, and other features were considered in addition
to the information indicated in the tableso The State System was
divided into various classifications - Interstate, Primary, Secondary
and Urban - and minimum design standards were established for each classo
New construction standards for the Primary System are quite similar
to the standards for the Interstate System. The standards for the State
Secondary System are much lower because the importance of these highways
from the standpoint of traffic carried is less than on the Primary and
Interstate highways..
The ability of highways to carry large volumes of traffic is con~
trolled by several factors The number of traffic lanes, grades, slight
distances, percentage of trucks, operating speeds, and roadway clearances
are some of the more important elements which affect capacity All state
highways were investigated in terms of the ability to carry traffic
volumes. Some 2=lane roads can carry as many as 5*000 vehicles per day,
but usually roads carrying this much traffic require 4~lane divided con=
struct!on. Some 2-lane highways cannot carry, because of a number of
reducing factors, as many as 3*000 vehicles per day. The criteria used
in these investigations were developed from information contained in the
Highway Capacity Manual published by the Bureau of Public Roads (27)«
One of the major design features on the Interstate System is the
requirement for complete control of access. In all cases intersections
at grade with side roads and private driveways are not permitted. In
this study, control of access on the Primary System has also been antici-
pated, but the control was not considered to be as rigid as the Interstate
System. Some grade intersections with side roads were permitted., Pri=
vate driveway access was limited to present farm houses and private













1975 Average Daily Traffic
Minimum Right of Way
Topography (Flat Rolling, Hilly )
60 - 70 MPH
40 - 55 MPH
475 Ft. to 725 Ft.
20 30« - 4°
3% - 5%
2 or 4=Lane Divided
Below 5,000 s (2-Lane)j
Above 5,000 s (4-Lane Divided)
100 Ft og (2~Lane)s
175 Ft., (4-Lane Divided)
System, access to the highway was in general considered uncontrolled;
however, some access control will be necessary in those areas where
extensive roadside development is antifipatedo
While Indiana has a limited access law, full use of the law has
not been made, and acceptance of this law by the general public has
not been complete (2 and 3). The large investment required to build
needed facilities emphasizes the need of protecting the use of new
highways by controlling access „ Uncontrolled building on land adja-
cent to heavily traveled highways results in congestion, delay, and
accidents. Ultimately, these roads become nothing but streets with
ribbon business development on each side It is the responsibility of
the people of Indiana and highway engineers and administrators to see
that control of access is adequately carried out and enforced,.
The minimum standards for width of bridges on the state systems
vary depending upon the length of the structure The width for short
spans is the roadway width (shoulder to shoulder width) minus 5 feet
For longer spans the width is the pavement width, plus 6 feet, for the
rural systems. All bridges are designed for a load designation of
H20 - Sl6c
County Roads
Because the traffic volumes carried on county highways are sub-
stantially lower than the traffic on the state systems, the required
standards for new construction on County roads are not as high as for
the state systems The more important design features for the county
are shown in Table /»<,
In this study, these standards were used as a general guide for
- uiJrrr*
The combination of a narrow bridge and earslaas driving
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18« 18" 18« 20* 22«
48 48 5» 6« 6*
9°-16° 9°-lB° 8°~16° 70,14° 6°-8°
7-10* 7-10* 5-10* 5-9* 6-7*
24s 241 24» 26< Roadway=.5*
proper construction „ Many other elements which are not indicated in
Table 4 were considered in determining the types of construction re-
quired o Only limited construction should be done on roads carrying
leas than 50 vehicles per day because most of these highways can be
kept in adequate condition by proper maintenance „ County roads often
have adequate surfaces because road materials are readily available in
Indiana but have serious deficiencies in pavement width, drainage, and
alignment Design standards for county roads carrying more than 1 9000




Minimum requirements for newly constructed streets should not
be less than an intermediate type pavement with curb and gutter and
proper drainage and this construction should be the responsibility of
the land developer
„'
Many factors in a city's development have an influence on street
widths o Among them are requirements for parking, existing right=of-way
widthSp and the location of industry, shopping; and residential areas.,
The cost of urban construction is especially difficult to determine
because existing right =of=way widths 8 sidewalks, and driveways influence
these costs In this study where right-of-way was restricted, improve-
ment was in general confined to the use of the present right-of-way.
Problems of this nature are common on overloaded city arterial streets..
Large cities in particular, have many miles of arterial streets which
are now carrying traffic to the limit of their capacity. In most
cases other parallel streets in the city must be developed to carry
these overloads and ease the congestion problem
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Tolerable Standards
Tolerable standards for the state systems were developed by
engineers from the Joint Highway Research Project and the State High-
way Department of Indiana,, These standards were liberally applied to
sections of highway and in many cases were only used as guides to good
Judgment o
Pacts used with respect to highway conditions in capacity comput-
ations for highways with tolerable conditions were different than those
used to calculate capacities for roads built to minimum design stand"
ardso In general, lower operating speeds, steeper grades, more curving
horizontal alignment, and less commercial traffic exist and the present
capacity was determined for these conditions^
Considerable study wat necessary to develop tolerable standards
for county highways* Each county has special problems of finance, topo-
graphy, and available materials which affect demands of traffic service,.
Table 5 shows some of the mere important criteria that were developed
to determine tolerable road;> and bridges on the County Primary, Second-
ary, and Local Systems,,
A minimum traffic volume of 200 vehicles per day was required for
a bituminous surface. In general, all county roads on the Local System
were considered tolerable if surfaced with a material which permits
adequate service during all seasons of the year A few local roads
were considered tolerable although they did not have all-weather surface s„
County bridges were required to be in fair condition and at least 18
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16' 16" 188 20"
4* 4» 4e 5 C
18~36° L4^25° 12-18° 8=10°
10~12£ 7~12# 6=»10S 6-8$
K-10 H-10 ft=10 H-15
IS 9 18<i 22° 22"
* Tolerable standards were rot developed for roads carrying less than 50
vehicles per day because they are not applicable
In this study the arterial streets of cities were required to
carry traffic without exceeding practical capacity* If additional
capacity could be obtained by the removal of parking or by the use of
effective traffic operational procedures, these measures were utilized
before reconstruction or widening the street was necessary. The pave-
ment was required to be in adequate structural condition with curbs
and gutters, sidewalks where needed, and proper storm sewer drainage
o
Formal tolerable standards, other than general conditions outlined,
were not determined because it was not possible to define standards
that would apply to each city
Because tolerable standards for residential streets are a matter
of local concern, these standards were also not formally developed,,
The requirements for these streets were computed by a process of esti-
mation of overall needs on the total residential street mileage of the
state
o
Sizes and Weights of Vehicles
Highway design standards have changed because vehicles of ever-
increasing weight and size use the roadc The most noticeable and im-
portant changes have been caused by heavy, truck-trailer combinations
traveling upon the state systemso Prior to World Vias II there were 5
axles per 1,000 trucks exceeding 16,000 pounds traveling the highways
in Indiana but by 1955 this number had increased to 54 per ls000 — a
ten=fold increase in 14 years. The total number of repetitions of these
heavy loads has also increased because of the increased use of the heavy
truck (20, 46)0
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conforms to national standards as recommended by the American Association
of Stat© Highway Officials » Indiana law permits certain highways to be
designated as heavy duty highways where the legal axle limit is 22,400
pounds,, Tandem axle loads are limited to 32,000 pounds per axle, except
on designated heavy-duty highways where 36,000 pounds is the maximum
legal load (69)
The maximum legal gross load in Indiana is 72,000 pounds which
approximates the maximum loads recommended by the AASHO (69) • However,
total gross load is not directly related to axle spacings or total
length of truck unite The AASHO standard reduces allowable gross loads
depending upon the length of wheel bases* This requirement prevents
heavy concentration of loads within a short di stance e More recently
contracted bridges and roads in Indiana can support the increased loads
that have occurred in the past few years; however, many of earlier origin
are not capable of bearing such weight
s
6 Certain heavy duty highways
may adequately support a 22,400 pound axle load without causing structural
damage but data are not available to substantiate this pointo Performance
under ever-increasing heavy truck traffic will give an answer to this
questionc.
Regulation of .gLg£ anjl &sigfak
Because pavements and bridges are designed under specific stand=
ards, it is necessary that the revisions in these standards be carefully
controlled to prevent indiscriminant changes which would result in pre=>
mature functional and structural obsolescence of pavements and bridges
already constructed. This is one reason why weight and size limitations
on a vehicle must be kept reasonably constant, and that increases be
E
made only after careful considerations of the economic factors involvedo
Table 6 gives a comparison of the legal vehicle limitations in Indiana
with those recommended by the American Association of State Highway-
Officials
Recommendations
The design and characteristics of the vehicle changes quite
rapidly; however, highways cannot be economically changed as readily
as the vehicle., Highways, therefore, must be constructed to minimum
standards which anticipate future demands of traffic « By this method
the most efficient and economical use of the highway plant can be ae=»
complishedo Standards of construction., however, need periodic review
and possible revision to keep pace with changing demands and needs of
traffico
It is necessary that the state, county, and city jurisdictions
cooperate in the development and adoption of minimum standards for the
construction of their highways and street So These standards should be
based on the best engineering practice with a consideration of economics
and be compatible with the traffic and safety requirement of each high"
way systemo
It is recommended that the present limited access law be wisely
used to protect the major state highways from the strangulation of un-
controlled roadside development <, In order to insure the safe and
economical movement of large volumes of traffic, limited access controls
must be applied vigorously where they are applicableo
Iteble 6
Sise and Weight Limitations of Motor Vehicles (69)
Width (inchss) 96






















* Buses allowed 40 feat
** On designated haayy duty highways 225400 lb»o
***• On designated heavy duty highways 36d0Q0 lbs c
- 100
The control of size and weight of vehicles is essential to
protect the ever-increasing highway investment One method





The field of highway traffic operations is a relatively new
branch of highway engineering o Not many years ago the motto of the day
was
9 "Get the highway out of the mud." This concept has been changed by
appreciable achievement of that goal and the rapid growth of traffic in
recent years,, The motto today is "Get the highway out of the muddle*"
This dilemma has not been caused bj poor construction or maintenance
practices,, but by increased volumes of traffic «= traffic which has out-
grown old and established street and road systems and results in conges-
tion and delay to vehicles and in numerous accidents<>
In order to efficiently utilize the older highways and to obtain
maximum benefits from the new facilities; the art and science of traffic
engineering can be used to great advantage „ By increasing the effective^
ness of traffic operations through traffic engineerings immediate bene=>
fits in improved efficiency and safety of traffic can be obtained
o
The motorist in traveling over rural highways expects to move at
a reasonable speed and with confidence that marking and signing will
give him guidance to his destination In urban areas the motorist wants
to drive without unnecessary delay caused oy inefficient movement, of
vehicles. He also wants to find a convenient place to park within a
reasonable distance of his point of destination and desires clear s
*





Responsibility for traffic opsrations on the rural and urban state
systems is primarily vested in the Traffic Bureau under the Construction
Overhead signs, which can be seen from a distance, are effective
aids to drivers who are not familiar with a city B
Figure 40 .
and Maintenance Divisions of the States Highway Department., The Metro-
politan Area Traffic Survey and the Highway Planning Survey Sections
also perform some traffic engineering functions, mainly in the areas
of data collection and traffic planning. Informal working relationships
and cooperation between these sections are maintained..
Deficiencies in Traffic Control
In general, standards for traffic control devices in Indiana are
comparable to national standards and to practices in other states (47)
o
However,, there is need for correcting many deficiencies in the application
of these traffic control devices. Location of signs can be improved^,
especially those pertaining to route markings and directions of travel*
In many cases old signs do not conform to national standards and should
be replaced as rapidly as possible. More extensive use of reflectorised
and overhead directional signs and of larger and legible signs should
also be investigated,,
Traffic signal tirrdng on state highways is often not coordinated
with other traffic signals in many cities. As a result signals are
operating independently of one another and promote undue congestion and
delay
Model Traffic Organization
" Because of the heavy volume of traffic carried by the state
systems, it is essential that traffic operation functions be organized
so that maximum efficiency of operation can be accomplished. It is,
therefore, desirable to integrate essential traffic engineering func-
tions to permit operations and planning to be performed most efficiently
When out<=of-town drivers are bewildered by a maze
of route markers and signs such as these, hazards
are increased and traffic movement becomes dis=
organized.,
Figure 41
The following functions are essential:
lo Traffic Operations Functions,,
a c Issuance of revisions to Stats Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control Device 3»
b Supervision of installation and maintenance of traffic
control device 3»
c= Speed zoning and parking control along state highways.
do Accident analyses and study of high-accident locationso
e, Traffic studies for determining proper location of inter=
section controls, and other control devices»
f o Study of urban sections of state highways, and traffic
problems on related city streets^
go Aid and advice on traffic problems to cities and counties
„ which do not have traffic engineer s»
ho Redesign of intersections, including channelization and
illuminationo
2, Traffic Planning Functions 9
a» Periodic collection of data on highways and bridges,
traffic volumes, speeds, and truck weight-So
b Assembly of traffic data for proposed projects, with
predictions for the future,.
Co Economic feasibility studies of alternates, and related
studies for route selections.
do Periodic analyses of highway needs, sufficiency ratings,
and progr-anming studies©
e-. Origin=Dsstination and other studies for locating rautes
in metropolitan areas
o
f o Other studies included in the scope of the state=>wide
highway planning survey
3o Traffic Design Functionso
a« Review and advise on design standards from standpoint of
traffic serviceo
bo Review preliminary geometric design features of proposed
projects, in cooperation with the design engineerso
Co Review prelimiaary highway plans and advise on signal
design and other control devices for new projects,,
do Review permits and plans for roadside entrances.
Standards of performance for the above functions should he estab~
lished by The State Highway Department The engineer in charge of traffic
in each highway district should receive guidance from a central office a
It would be his responsibility, however, to see that the traffic and
planning operations in his district agree with the standards determined
by headquarterso
Future Requirements
To develop a proper program of effective traffic operation and
planning, it is necessary to increase engineering personnel in this
area over those presently available.. Not only are additional personnel
required to carry the spivaling load of operational functions, but also
additional personnel are required for a greatly needed and expanded
activity in effective planning*
State°Gity Relationships
The State Highway Department of Indiana has full authority over
traffic control devices on urban extensions of the State Highway System,
As a result, cities have not indiscriminately installed traffic signals
as often happens ^hen such control is divided between city and state
authoritieso The state also has control over speed zones established
through various municipalities on highways on the Urban State Syetenu
In some cities, the state routes ra-able through the city over
circuitous routes which pass through congested business district-So
Relocation of these routes to provide direct travel and by-pass the
business district would alleviate congestion and delay
Traffic problems on the state systems especially in urban areas,
should be investigated rapidly to provide efficient traffic movement.
The application of improved traffic control methods and techniques to
many trouble spots is necessary, out existing inadequate control often
remains until the situation becomes intolerable . Improved cooperation
with and assistanea to the cities in the form of integration of the
state systems in the cities with the total city street system must be
developed if traffic is to flow effiois , and safely
o
Traffic Engineering in Cities
One of the most important services that can be rendered by a city
13 the provision of efficient and economical highway transportation for
its inhabitants. History has shown that cities grov and prosper if
adequate transport-ation is provided to permit the flow of people and
gocdSo Furthermore, the greatest traffic problems are in urban areaso
Therefore, traffic planning and operation of the street system on a
safe and efficient basis should be established as a major ion of
good city government
e
Inefficient usage can impair the traffic carrying ability of a
highway or street. In this study9 a sti as not listed as having
inadequate capacity if the capacity requirements could be met by eliminate
ing parking, establishing one-way operations, abolishing turning movements,
or by similar traffic er ping measures. It is sound admir L ion
to make maximum use of present facilities before construction measures,
are considered.
Only a few of Indiana's largest cities have traffic engineers. How-
ever, many other cities in the stats have traffic problems which warrant
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the full-time services of a traffic engineer,, Many smaller cities do
not need the services of a full-time engineer, but could use one on a
part-time basis. It is estimated that there should be the equivalent
of at least two full-time traffic engineers for each 100,000 people in
a city. This estimate of the proper number of engineers indicates that
many more professionally trained personnel are needed in the cities of
Indiana,,
The traffic engineering division in a city should be placed in an
engineering department or organised as a separate department of city
government. In many cities, traffic engineering duties are the res-
ponsibility of a traffic officer who is usually a member of the local
police force,, In most of the small cities such an arrangement may be
adequate, but the assistance of state traffic engineering departments
or other competent traffic engineering consultants should be obtained
for the solution of many problems.
More effective application of fundametal traffic engineering
principles and practices is urgently needed in Indiana cities., Vsork
beyond maintaining and operating traffic control devices is needed.
Some of the necessary traffic engineering functions of an effective
traffic engineering department of a city are as follows;
lo Conduct traffic surveys and engineering investigations of
traffic conditions and make recommendations for improvements
or changes in present streets.
2 Conduct long-range studies to determine overall transportation
needs of the city.
3o Determine the type and location of traffic control devices,
including the maintenance of signs, signals, pavement markings^,
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and other necessary controls.
4o Establish traffic rules and regulations subject to the approval
of the city council Included are parking regulations, turn~
ing controls, one-way streets, arterial streets, traffic sig~
nal timing, pavement markings, loading zones, and other opera«=
tional procedures necessary for safe and efficient travels
Transit routes and unloading and loading zones should also be
subject to the traffic engineer G s authority, especially as
they affect the selection of one=»way streets.
5<> Determine present and future needs for off-=street parking
facilities and review and approve such plans for design and
location.
6. Review of other miscellaneous activities which would affect
traffic operations such as driveways, parking lots, subdivision
layout, and shopping center location.
Traffic Engineering in Counties
Although the county highway systems do not carry the heavy con-
centration of traffic that is found on the state and city systems, many
operational procedures can be adopted which will expedite the movement
of traffic and provide for safer and more efficient travel. One of the
primary needs of the counties is a uniform road marking and identifi-
cation system. At present only a few counties in the state have estab=
lished such an identification system.
Adequate marking of no=passing zones and centerline locations on
the paved County Primary and Secondary Systems is badly needed. Signing
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Relatively inexpensive improvements s such as properly located
traffic lane markings, s£gns3 and signals, are products of





















































Properly marked^ one-^ay atresia may lessen the





In the proper development of traffic operations, the advice and counsel
of a traffic engineer should be wisely used and standards of the State
.Highway Department of Indiana should be followed,,
Recommendations
State Highway Department
The highway planning and traffic engineering activities of the
State Highway Department should be integrated and expanded,. An adequate
budget should be established for this activity,,
Marking and signing methods can toe improved, especially in the use
of reflectorization and in the rapid replacement of signs which do not
meet accepted standards „ Signing ir. urban areas should be improved to
provide better route markings through cities,. Traffic signal control
and timing and the establishment of direct routes by=passing business
districts should be investigated,, Better working relationships should
be established with the cities and counties by the stabe
Cities
The larger cities in Indiana can relieve their traffic problems
through the application of the principles of traffic engineering,,
Additional qualified personnel and adequate budgets are required in this
area The smaller cities should investigate trie possibility of securing
the part=time services of an experienced traffic engineer « Good city -
county-state cooperation between the highway departments can contribute
greatly to the solution of this problem.
Counties
The counties should establish uniform road identification
programs. Marking and signing on the County Primary and Secondary Systems
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should be improvedo Many miles of heavily traveled County Primary
highways badly need marking for centerlins and no-passing zones and
proper signing. Good county-city-state cooperation between the high=




Highway Accidents in Indiana
The causea and prevention of accidents are the concern of every
inhabitant of the stateo Traffic accidents and their effects have been
experienced by nearly every family and are the concern of many departs
raents of government o In fact, it is one of the principal concerns of
highway and street departments, for these agencies are responsible for
the safe and efficient use of highway facilitieso In most cases safety
is built into new construction by use of improved standards for many
highway features such as width of pavement, curvature, superelevation,
and gradeso Proper signs and markings also improve the safety conditions
on the highways.
Other safety activities including the keeping of accident records,
traffic law enforcement, driver licensing, driver control and training
programs, public education, and safety organization are the responsibility
of governmental unitso Each agency concerned with promoting highway safety
is important o Improved highway safety will only result from the combined
activities of three programs in which many agencies have a parte These
programs are Engineering, Education, and Enforcement—the three 32 's of
highway safety„ These programs must be supplemented by effective legisla°
tion action.
In 1955, 1»145 persons were killed in traffic accidents on the
roads and streets of Indiana—.258 in urban areas and 887 in rural areas
(42). In addition, over 37 sOOO persons were injured, many aererelyc The





































































































medical expenses, overhead^ cost of insurance, and property damage
exceeded $140 million (42) „ The traffic fatality rate for 1955 in
Indiana was 6o00 deaths per 100 million vehicle miles while the national
figure was 6 4 (42)
o
The death rate for Indiana has been decreasing during the past
ten years but the total number of fatalities remained nearly constant
The active programs in Indiana in the three E°s of traffic safety are
apparently improving the highway accident dilemma; however 9 a large
amount of work remains to be done to further improve this situation,,
The time has not come when it is possible to say " the job is done»"
Ever increasing vigilance is still needed u
Engineering
Adequate highways are safer highways,, and there is much evidence
to prove this statement „ Many things can be done to provide adequate
highways through planning of future projects and effective operation of
existing facilities through traffic engineering,. Highway inadequacy
and highway safety are closely related and elimination of deficiencies
will do much to reducs accidents© It has been estimated that the pro-
posed interstate System will reduce accident fatalities by 3500 lives
annually in the United States and will result in an annual economic
savings of $350 million (62) „
Modernization of inadequate highways can result in lower accident
rates on all systems of highways,. In a recent study conducted in
Connecticut estimates were made of the accidents that would have occur-
rtfed had the highways been constructed to modern design standards for the
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Huge economic losses, deaths, injuries, inconveniences, and
frequent delays in movement of cargo are the prices paid
for accidents.
Figure 49
Inadequate sight distance and alignment typical of earlier




Two serious accident sources are railroad crossings
at grade and many access points.
Figure ?1
of traffic accidents ranged from 20 percent for a non~controlled access
facility to almost 60 percent for a controlled access highway on the
state highway system* An overall reduction of 43 percent of all acci-
dents was estimated for the rural and urban system<> A similar reduct-
ion in accidents can be expected on highways in Indiana if they are
made adequate for traffic (49)*
Recent studies indicate that control of access has a definite
influence upon accidents. The total accident rate for a non=controlled
access facility Is usually several times as high as accident rates on
controlled access highways,. Fatality rates on four-lane divided high-
ways with no control of access have been found to be four times greater
than fatality rates on highways with full control of access (8) As
expected, a substantial reduction of right angle collisions occurs on
controlled access highways because of the elimination of roadside con=
flict caused by grade intersections and private driveways (48)o Of
course, the reduction in accident rates cannot be totally attributed to
controlled access, but certainly the separation of highway and railroad
intersections and elimination of private driveways have considerable
effect.
Highways with full control of access have many benefits in addition
to accident reduction Travel speeds are higher and greater fuel economy
is attained in urban areas where congestion and delay are the greatest
(8)o Their construction in an urban area also causes a reduction in acci-
dents on other city streets because traffic is diverted from these streets
to the freeway <>
All highways cannot and need not be constructed to freeway standi
ardso Operational procedures 3uch as proper marking and signing,
channelization, and signal installation are a few of the techniques
that can also be used to reduce accidents. In urban areas, almost. 50
percent of all traffic accidents occur at intersections (1) Study and
treatment of such high accident locations can help materially in reduo=
ing the intersection accident rate.
Education
Increasing Action Program Needed
The seriousness of the traffic safety problem is recognized by
various organizations and interest groups through their participation
in highway safety programs o On the national level the Presidents
Highway Safety Conference and the National Safety Council and in Indiana
the Governor's Traffic Safety Committee, the State Police Department 9
and the State Highway Department are among the many organizations work~
ing to improve highway safety
»
The importance of local interest in traffic safety is evident
since most accidents occur within, a short distance of the home (42) „
Accident statistics for Indiana in 1955 showed that 73 percent of all
collisions and 65 percent of fatal collisions occurred within 25 miles
of the residence of the people involvedo Only 14 percent of all col-
lisions and 19 percent of fatal collisions involved people with an out=>
of-state residence©
Traffic safety is a community problem, and the effectiveness of
its solution depends upon community action» Several cities of the
nation have developed successful plans for community action D Experience
of these communities has established a successful pattern for develop=
ment of a traffic safety plan. A group of interested public officials
1X6
and community leaders usually initiate interest in a traffic safety
program., A staff of professional people is also obtained to promote
traffic safety* In the larger cities all of these activities are also
the responsibility of the Traffic Director of the Department of Traffic
Engineering,, In the small cities without a traffic engineer, such ac-
tivities are usually the responsibility of the Traffic Officer, Central
guidance of safety activities of the various municipalities are often
provided by establishing a general administrator to coordinate and in-
tegrate the program on a statewide basis
.
A complete traffic survey and analysis is an important part of &
successful program of safety. In conjunction with the analysis of
traffic movement, many studies and activities may be included. Among
them are:
lo The locations and types of traffic accidents;
2o The conformity of local traffic signs and signals with national
and state standards:
3» The conforaiity of local traffic ordinances with the Model
Traffic Ordinance (53);
4o The scope of the traffic safety program in city schools;
5» The need for establishing a public relations unito
Education is such an important part of any successful traffic
safety program that all public information media - radio, television,
newspapers, and advertising <= should be used. The educational program
should be initiated before attempting to solve the immediate safety
programs and befors any traffic analysis is made. Public support is
absolutely essential for the initial success and, more important, the
future success of such a program. Active community interest in traffic




Many Indiana high schools and colleges offer courses in
.
driver education, but only a small number of schools offer
programs which approach the standards recommended by the
National Education Association. S
Figure 52
Driver Education
An analysis, of ths results of driver training programs, indicates
that adequate driver education courses reduce traffic accidents at
least 50 percent. Nationwide, at least 6,000 high schools are now
offering effective courses in driver education, including behind°the<=
wheel practice driving (44). In 1955, driver education, including •
practice driving^ wa3 offered in 452 high schools of Indiana (44).
However, only a small number of these high schools offered programs
which approached the standards recommended by the National Educational
Association. About 44 percent of the high schools did not offer driver
education in any form (44 )o •
The total yearly cost of an adequate high school driver training
program in Indiana is estimated at $1,500,000. Compared to the total
economic loss resulting from accidents each year, the cost of a driver
education program is a small investment. The required money, however,
poses a serious budget requirement for school authorities. It is be-
lieved by many people that these funds should be secured from highway
user sources instead of general school funds and plans have been ad-
vanced whereby this money could be raised from traffic fines or driver
license fees.
Enforcement
Engineering and education, however, are not enough to reduce
accident So Adequate laws and enforcement are necessary to produce an
effective traffic safety program,, Numerous local cases show how effec-
tive enforcement reduces accidents and undoubtedly enforcement has
contributed to the state and national trend of a lowering fatality rate e
Good and uniform laws are absolutely essential for the advancement of
To be most effective, good traffic operations
must be supported by good law enforcement „ The
first truck in the left lane is double parked,
eliminating one lane of traffic and causing




safe and efficient higlroay transportation,, Accident records, driver
licensing, high school driver training, police and court activities,
and intergovernmental cooperation should be includedo
In general, the laws of Indiana covering rules of the road are
in reasonable conformity with the rules of the road of the Uniform
Vehicle Code* For example, the State Highway Department designates
roadways under its authority as "one-way" and designates "no—passing"
zone&o In general, it exercises authority over traffic control on
urban extensions of state highways
o
Many communities in the state, however, have not adopted traffic
laws Which conform to the Model Traffic Ordinance (53)<> Each eity should
investigate its pre sen| traffic laws and make thoss revisions which are
• necessary and consistent with state laws,, The best way to get the job
done is by informed community action. Adequate and uniform laws through-
out the cities of the state would be an effective step in the .direction
of improved traffic safety.
Accident Records
For many years Indiana has had a compulsory accident reporting law
This law has done much to provide adequate accident records.. Information
for more effective enforcement activities and also necessary data for
proper traffic engineering measures have been obtained from these records
An accident spot map is produced each year by the State Highway Depart
-
sent for the rural state systems from information obtained from these
reports. Locations of fatal and personal property or injury accidents
are s^own. Intersections with poor accident experience are shown and
appropriate corrective measures can be made
rr
Inadequate highways take a severe toll in lives lost and
property destroyed.
Figure 54
The use of accident records in enforcement and engineering
varies from city to city. Some cities effectively utilize accident
reports in the development of spot maps to determine locations? where
enforcement or traffic engineering procedures are required,. Others have
ignored the use of such valuable information and have little knowledge
of their accident problem or its solution*
Accident information on the county highway systems is very poor and
county highway departments have done little to utilize available accident
information. Fatal accidents are reported but many personal property
accidents are never reported. Evidence indicates that the death rate is
higher on this system than on rural state highways although speeds and
exposure to accidents are lower.
Summary
The elimination of inadequacies on highways in Indiana will reduce
accidents. Some estimates indicate that 40 percent of all accidents
could be avoided if the highway systems are improved to modem design
standards (49). Control of access on the Interstate and Primary State
Higways will be the greatest contributor to a lower accident rate (48).
Uncontrolled roadside development has undoubtedly caused many sections
of highway to have high accident rates.
A weU=informed public can alleviate the increase in accidents and
the resulting deaths and economic losses. A clearly defined program
should be established in each city and county so that information on
traffic safety is made available to all news media. Through coordinated
panning and an efficient cooperative program on the state and local
level, action can be materially increased.
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The benefits of an adequate driver training program have been
proved in many stateSo Over one=third of a million students were en=
rolled in high school driver training courses throughout the nation in
1954 (44)o However, this figure represents only a small portion of the
potential drivers in the high school age group Driver education pro«=
grams should be established in more high schools and adequate fund3
should be provided to meet the needs of this program*
An adequate enforcement program is also essential to a successful
highway safety program. Uniform laws are essential to effective enforce-
ment and most cities need to revise their traffic laws to conform with
the Model Traffic Ordinance (53 )o Good accident records are necessary
in an effective safety program and when used in conjunction with traffic
engineering procedures will reduce accidents. Most counties and cities
have not attempted to keep and utilize accident records<>
The highway safety problem is indeed difficult.. Ho one solution
can be obtained, and man, with his human limitations, will always have
accidentso Much can be done, however, to prevent many of them from





A mile by mile inventory of the State Highway System wat performed
in the winter and spring of 1955<> Such information a9 type and condi-
tion of road surface; type, condition, and thickness of pavement; type
of soil; age of pavement; sight distance; and degree of curvature fc*
each section of highway was determinedo Complete information on bridgts
and railroad crossings was also compiledo This voluminous mass of data
was punched on IBM cards to permit rapid and accurate tabulation and
computation o Such information as highway capacity, accident rates,
traffic and structural characteristics, and remaining surface life was
determined o
All the important geometric and structural elements of the high-
way were then analyzed in relation to the present and future traffic
demandso The inadequate elements for each section were determined by
comparing the present highway with the tolerable and design standards
for the class of highway of which the section was a parto The sum of
the needed improvements for all sections of highway, both urban and rural,
represents the "total needs" for the State Primary, Secondary, and Urban
SystemSo The requirements of the Interstate System, however, were de-
termined by using data from a detailed analysis made by the State Highway
Department . Complete information, a portion of which is shown on Figure.
55, was tabulated concerning the geometric and structural
characteristics
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County Highway and City Street Appraisal
The requirements of counties and cities for road and street im=
provements were also deterainedo Time and financial requirements made
it impossible, however to make detailed inventory of the 87,600 miles
of county roads and city streets „ Furthermore, inadequate records of
construction and maintenance and the failure of counties and cities to
provide long-range planning made impossible a completely objective
appraisal of the deficiencies.
In order to obtain an estimate of county road inadequacies, data
from two Indiana counties were used as a sample. In these counties,
detailed information on road and bridge conditions was evaluated, and
the needs were determined^ A study of the requirements for improvement
of county roads in adjoining states as reported in their recent needs
studies also provided supplemental information helpful in making an
estimate of the county highway picture.
The demand for city street improvements falls into two categories
those on streets that are urban extensions of the State Highway System
and those on streets that are the complete responsibility of the citiesc
The needed improvements for the urban extensions were determined as
part of the state highway study These improvements constitute a large
portion of the state highway requirements because most of the costly
construction is in urban areas. Many miles of expressways are needed
in Indianapolis, Fort Wayne, South Bend, and other metropolitan areas
of the state e
The evaluation of other city streets was done by studiag the net-
work of streets in representative cities of several population classes»
The percentage of 3treet mileage in each of these cities that should be
classified as arterial and local access streets was deterainedo The
cost per mile of improving the streets of a typical city to adequate con-
dition and of providing any additional capacity necessary was determined
from studies of such improvements made by engineering organizations for
a few cities, from estimates made by several city engineering departments,
and from estimates made by state highway needs studies in nearby stateSo
The estimates for needed highway improvements for counties and
cities were based on evidence that is not as complete as the information
for state highways. It was not possible to obtain good information
from counties and cities for this study and it will not be possible
until better data are developed by the counties and cities<> The high-
way needs of counties and cities, however, are reported on the basis of
a projection and/or expansion of the best information available
.
Cost Estimates
On the state highway systems, estimates were computed on the basis
of unit prices for grading and drainage, surface and base, structures,
and right»of~way. In most of the city street and county highway estimates^
the costs for various types of improvements were computed on the basis
of average unit cost per mileo
All costs were based on the 1955 price levels for construction and
maintenance. Bid prices for 1955 contracts on the State Highway System
were obtained from the Indiana State Highway Department. Estimates of
costs for county and city construction and maintenance were obtained
from a study of costs of improvements in counties and cities. In some
13fl
cases the cost studied were not for 1955 but were adjusted to the 1955
level. In all such cases, the Bureau of Public Roads cost index was
used to adjust these costs. An adjustment in the yearly needs for the
future was not made because fluctuations in the level of costs cannot
be determined with accuracy
o
Needed Improvements for the State Highway System
Although only a small percentage of the presently deficient mile=>
age in Indiana is on the rural state higlways and their urban exten=>
sions, correction of the deficiencies on the state systems requires 75
percent of the money needed to eliminate all present deficiencies*
Furthermore, the elimination of present inadequacies on the Interstate
System requires 61 percent of the total funds needed for the state
systems and 46 percent of the total funds needed for all systems. The
high cost of eliminating inadequate highway elements on the state
systems is because of the high concentration of traffic on these systems
and the resulting high construction costs, especially on the urban sectionso
Interstate System
With the notable exception of the toll road and a few miles of
public highways in the Calumet area, Indiana has very few miles of
highway which meet the design standards required for the l,100=mile in-
terstate System. This System, therefore, must be essentially "built frcm
8cratch"o It will be necessary to relocate or reconstruct nearly every
mile of the twc-lane and four>=lane divided highways that presently are
designated as the Interstate System. Host four-lane divided highways









Interstate System Mileages and Costs
Mileage Meeting Design Standards
Location Cost^Millions dumber of Kilea
Rural Urban
Indiana Toll Eoad — -= 1>6
Tri-State Expressway =~ — 8
164
Mileage Mot Meeting Design Standards
Remainder of System $783 |27^ 936
Total $783 * $274 * 1,100
* Revised costs as determined by Section 108(d) Study
conducted by State Highway Department of Indiana.
are not adequate and none of this mileage has completely controlled
accesso Table 7 presents the mileage which meets design standards, and
the cost of the presently needed improvements on the remainder of the
System*
There are 150 mile 3 of urban and 786 miles of rural mileage not
meeting design standards, and the urban mileage accounts for 26 percent
of the Interstate System construction cost o T josed expressway
system in Indianapolis will cost over §150 million
„
Rural Primary and Secondary. .Highways
Table 3 lists presently needed Improvements on the rural State
Primary and Secondary Highway Systems,, The costs are also very high,
but are less than the rural Interstate System on a cost per mile basis=
Type of Deficiency and Work Required
The deficiencies which make the state highways intolerable have
been classified as capacitys structural, and a combination of capacity
and structural,, Table 9 shows the type and extent of some of the current
deficiencies^ Many deficiencies on the Primary System are caused by
inadequate capacity or structural inadequacy while those on the Seconds
ary System are, as a general rule, structural deficiencies,, One of the
notable features shown by these data is the poor structural condition of
the state systems,, It can be observed that many miles of highway built
in the early I930"a now need resurfacing or reconstruction and that
many structures, built during this era, are now functionally obsolste
The cost per mile of correcting capacity deficiencies is several
times the cost per mile of correcting structural deficiencies because
142
TABLE 8
Present Deficiencies and Costs of Improvements
on Rural State Highways *
Item State Primary State Secondary Total
Total Miles in System 3,600 5,400 9,000
Nile s Deficient l s057 1,775 2,832
Percent Deficient 29 32 31
Deficient Structures (No ) 526 752 1,278
Estimated Goat (Millions)
Roads $192 $146 $338
Structures 62 -JZ2 J3k
Total 254 218 472
* Does not Include Interstate System
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TABLli 9
Types of Present Deficiencies oa
Rural State Highways if
Type of Deficiency Mies Percent
Capacity 212 7
Structural 2,349 83
Capacity and Structural 271 10
Total 2,832 100
* Does not include Interstate System
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TABLE 10
Types of Present Construction Needed and Costs on
Rural State Hi^iways *
Percent of
Type of Improvement lilies Cost ° » Millions Total Cost
Resurfacing 26 2 1
Widening and Resurfacing 1,391 64 14
Reconstruction 1,351 259 54
Relocation 64 14 3
Structures (Number 1276) 13JL _J8
Total 2,832 472 100







PRIMARY AND SECONDARY STATE SYSTEM
FIGURE 57
many of the capacity deficiencies require expensive four~lans divided
construction o Many of the structural deficiencies of the pavement, on
the other hand, can be corrected by a new surface and base or by ?©=
surfacingo
The types of construction to remedy these deficiencies are given
in Table 10„ Reconstruction contemplates using at least part of the old
roadbed for the improved roado In some cases, however, highway cannot
be located on the old alignment because controlled access is requiredo
Figures 58 and 59 indicate the existing needed improvements on the rural
Primary and Secondary SystsmSo Of the 2,832 miles needing improvements,
nearly 450 miles require four^lane divided construction.,
Deficiencies in 15 yearB
The immediate correction of existing deficiencies on the rural
state systems is impossible; perhaps 10, 15* cr 20 years are required,
depending upon the economy, fiscal policy, and the availability of man-
power o During this period of delay, additional roads and structures will
become deficient, and these inadequacies must be corrected as they ac=
crue if the entire system is to be adequate at the end of the program
periodo Figure 59 shows the location of these additional needs that
will accrue over a period of 15 years and Table 11 indicates the type
of needed improvements that will accrue . Table 12 shows how the needed
improvements which accrue during the 15~year period are to be
correctedo
Urban State Highways
The solution to problems of highway transportation in urban areas




4 LANE DIVIDED HIGHWAYS NEEDED NOW










Future Deficiencies on Rural State Highways
for a 15"Year Program *





Capacity and Structural 542 9
Total 6,111 100
* Does not include Interstate System
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TABLE 12
)8 o;' Future Construction Needed and Costs on
Rural State Highways for a 15°year Program *
Type of Impressment §l6S Cost •= $ JKillions
Widening and Resurfacing 3,600 198
Reeonstruct-ioi': •= Two Lanes 1,379 240





* Does not include Interstate System
2.51
congestion and delay are clogging the lifelines of each large city, in
the stateo The urban transportation problem is not confined to the ur°
ban extensions of the state systems in large citiesj it also concerns
urban extensions and bypasses in other c©mmunities<> For this study,
many of the state routes passing through communities having less than
5,000 population have been classified as urban route3o
Over 150 miles of bypasses now needed require raulti=>lane divided
construction. The most critical urban problems, however, are in the
large metropolitan areas The work necessary to eliminate those defi<=
ciencies is important because these streets serve the heaviest traffic
volumes, and the construction costs are extremely higho The dense dev-
elopment, the high costs of right~of=way, and the urgent need for exten~
aive freeway construction result in average cost 3 per mile which are many
times higher than the cost per mile in rural areas©
Table 13 indicates the number of miles of urban construction
that are presently needed and the cost of these improvement
s
c The costs
estimated in this table include the cost of freeway construction in
several major eitieso The3e projects have been proposed for several
years and are urgently neededo The 150 miles of bypasses are required to
relieve urban congestion and provide for the through movement of traffic
o
Types of Deficiencies and Work Required
The types of deficiencies now present on the Urban State Highway
System are shown in Table 14 Many miles of the structural inadequacy
are pavements whose service life has been exceeded and are in need of
reconstruction o Such items as narrow pavement, unrestricted parking,
and heavy traffic volume are causing many capacity deficiencies
152
TABIE 13
Present Deficiencies and Costs of Improvements






















000 2T£ iH 112 25. 22
Total 465 357 322 136 66
* Does not include Interstate Systemo
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TABLE U,
Types of Present Deficiencies en Urban State Highways #
Percent of





Capacity and Structural Jj;6 J£
Total 357 100
* Does not include Interstate System
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?2H=^OSS£S^H£l lM2£& Cost ~J? Millions Tot33._Co3t
Resurfacing- 124 23 12
Reconstruction 21 6 3
New Construction 212 108 53
Structures (Number 322) «,«= 65 32
Total 357 202 100
* Does not include Interstate System
The financial demands shown in Table 15 do not include the cost of
providing adequate off-street Farkingo Par-king upon a city street is
a privilege and all parking should be prohibited from those streets
which do not have adequate capacity if parking is psrmit bedo In other
cases, capacity and traffic flow requirements may be obtained by using
one-way str*osts Improvement costs can be reduced by the use of such
methods, ami the needs shewn below are based on the fullest use ox such
operational measures. The type of work necessary to c re-
sent deficiencies is also shown in Table 15 o
Reconstruction, as used in Table 15^ refers to work required to
widen and resurface the existing pavement c In many cases, the old
pavement cannot be salraged for use as a base for the new pavement,
but must be removed so that the widened street can fit into sidewalk
grades and topography*. Ke'lturfacing refers to projects which can be
completed by simply rehabilitating the facility and raising the eleva-
tion of manhole 3c New construction pertains to the complete rebuilding
of a street, usually along new grade lines and new er partially new
alignment
o
Dgficigncie') Accruing in 15 Years
Table 16 shows the costs of the future improvements needed (within
15 years) for the Urban State Highways and also the kinds of deficiencies
which vdII accrue c The data of present and future deficiencies indicate
that about .',0 percent of the total coat of urban highway improvements'
for a 15-year program will be eliminated with the correction of the
present deficiencies,, The types of improvement included for the future
for a 15=year period are shown in Table 17 o
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Future Deficiencies and Costs on Urban Stats Highways
for a 15~Year Program
Type of Deficiency mi§s
270




Structural 330 $8 32
Capacity and
Structural »' ! J& 12
Total 670 272 100
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TABLE .L7
Types of Future Construction Needed and Costs on
Urban State Highways for a 15=Year Program
Type of Imoroveiaent Mies Cost - $ Millions
Percent of
Total Cost
Resurfacing 315 23 8
Reconstruction 102 19 7
New Construction 253 115 1*3
Structures sxg>» m J£
Total 670 272 100
* Doss not include Interstate System
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*fonieipal Streets
The improvements needed on city streets other than on urban
extensions to state highways were also investigated,. To obtain the
total cost for eliminating all deficiencies in a given city, it is
necessary to add the cost for needed municipal streets to the cost for
the Urban State Highways in that city
In many of the smaller cities the Urban Stat© Highway extensions
represent the only established systems of streetSo Therefore, the
arterial and access street mileages discussed here are those estimated
during the course of the study by analyzing the street systems of
many cities of Indiana
The use of proper traffic engineering techniques was assumed in
order to realize full and efficient utilization of the streets* In.
many cases on heavily traveled city arterials, it will be necessary
to prohibit parking and to provide off-street periling to obtain the
necessary traffic capacity <,
Improvements Bequired on the Arterial Streets
Table 18 shows the deficient mileage of city arterial street s»
The costs are based primarily on the monies required to eliminate
deficiencies determined from engineering studies of various cities in
Indiana and from the average urban inadequacies determined by needs
studies in other stateso Some of the deficiencies were caused by reasons
other than inadequate capacity and poor structural condition . For ex<=
ample s some arterial streets do not have proper drainage, curbs and
gutters p and/or sidewalkSo
- 160 -
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Deficient Structures (Percent) 25




* Does not include Urban State Highways
TABLE 19
Types of Present Deficiencies on Arterial Streets *
Type of Deficiency Miles Percent of Deficient Mileage
Capacity 276 42
Structural 321 49
Capacity and Structural 59
Total 656 100
* Does not include Urban State Highways
TABLE 20
Types of Present Construction Needed and
Costs on Arterial Streets *
Type of Improvement Miles Cost in Millions Percent Cost
Resurfacing 466 2 1
Reconstruction and
New Construction 190 113 70
Structures _^ JtZ, _22
Total 656 162 100
* Does not include Urban State Highways
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Ta'ole 19 shows the approximate distribution of the types of present
deficie.icieso The types of improvement necessary to overcome these da=>
ficie.icies and the cost of correcting them are shown in Table 20 o
Ftvi'are Deficiencies
The mileage of arterial streets which will probably become deficient
within the next 15 years is shown in Table 21* The costs that are indi-
cated include the cost of structureso Maximum use of operational improve-
ments was assumed in prolonging the useful life of existing streetso Maxi-
mum salvage value of existing city streets was also assumed when these
streets are to be improved© Table 22 gives a summary of the estimated
work by type of improvement needed to eliminate the deficiency
o
Residential Streets
Many miles of residential streets do not have curbs arid gutters nor
adequate drainage and sidewalks*. However, in most cases, these deficient
eies have not been considered as a direct highway need because the abutting
property owners are usually responsible for the type of street in front of
their homes* In addition, many cities require that the land developer
build streets and sidewalk3 to at least minimum acceptable standards before
selling lots to prospective home owners,, Usually these city standards
require streets with proper surface, curbs and gutters, sidewalks, and
storm sewerso The costs presented here are those required to maintain and
improve for the next 15 years residential streets that have been initially
improved to acceptable standards by the property owners or the land
developer
Table 23 indicates the magnitude of some of the deficiencies that
are present or that will accrue during the next 15 years., Cost of
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TABLE 21
Types of Future Deficiencies and Costs oa Arterial Streets *
Percent of
Type of Deficiency Miles Coat ° $ Millions Total Cost
Capacity 117 24 32
Structural 1?6 38 50
Capacity and Structural _22 _1£ JLS
Total 315 75 100
* Does not include Urban State Highways
TABLE 22
Types of Future Construction Needed on Arterial Streets *
Type of Improvement Number of Mies
Resurfacing ^-54
Reconstruction and New Construction 161
Total 315
* Does not include Urban State Highways
- 163 -
TABLE 23
Present and Future Improvements and Costs
on Residential Streets





structures is included in the improvements indicatedo The rate of
improvement on residential streets will vary by community because these
streets must be improved to a large extent by local funds, including
property assessments and other local sources of revenue<>
County Highways
All roads except state highways and city streets are under county
jurisdiction in Indiana,, Most of the counties,, however, have not estab=
lished a system of classifying their highways. Therefore, in this study,
county highways have been classified into three groups - Primary, Second-
ary, and Local Service => and they are treated in this report as estab-
lished systems (?)«
The greatest need for improvement on county highways is on the
Primary and Secondary Systemsj these highways carry the largest volumes
of traffico Although a great proportion of the county road mileage has
all-weather surfaces, many of the structures on these systems are in-
adequate for modern traffic „ They are neither wide enough nor strong
enough o A great many structural and functional deficiencies also exist
on these county roads.
In Table 24, the mileage and cost of the work required to eliminate
the present deficiencies and those expected within the next 15 years are
shown for the county Primary and Secondary Systemso
Highways in the Local Service System are mainly concerned with
providing adequate transportation for people who abut the highway,, In
most cases, all that is required to eliminate deficiencies is to improve
165
TABLE 24
Present and Future Improvements and Costs
on County Primary and Secondary Systems
Percent of
Type of Improvement Miles Cost - $ Millions Total Cost
Resurfacing 9,971 121 32
Reconstruction 13,862 240 64
New Construction 477 _U _A
Total 24,320 372 100
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and properly maintain the existing roadway and replace the inadequate
structureBo
Very little major road construction was contemplated on the local
road systemo Those counties containing growing urban areas should
require that the new roads in suburbs be developed to adequate standards
by the land developer » These improvements are not included in total
construction costs for local roads since they are primarily a responsible
lity of individual property owners or land developerso Some construction^
however, is anticipated on this system., It will be the type of construe-^
tion that is required to keep the present system serviceable for the small
volume of traffic that uses these roadQo The cost of the present and
future work required on the Local Service System is indicated in Table 25o
- 16?
TABLE 25
Present and Future Improvements and Costs
on County Local Service Systems










Selection of a Program
The present highway needs represent deficiencies which should
have be;u corrected in earlier years} however, for various reasons they
wore u^t correctedo The magnitude of the needed improvements ia so
grea' that it is both physically and financially impossible to correct
/ m within a few years They must be scheduled over a longer period
•..hat is consistent with an acceptable financial policy and with the
availability of engineering and construction manpower
o
A program period of 15 years was selected as the optimum period and
probably represents the minimum time in which a program of this magnitude
could be completed efficiently and economically considering the financial
and manpower requirement Sb The Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956 also re-
quires construction of the Interstate System within 15 years, giving
additional emphasis to the choice of a 15~year program
The average annual expenditures necessary to eliminate all highway
inadequacies in a shorter program period would be greater and perhaps
beyond the revenue capacity of Indiana,, The shorter the program period,
the greater the benefits to the highway user in the form of efficient




benefits., On the other hand, a longer program period results in a smaller
annual expenditure over the program period* No matter what program per-
iod <= 10, 15, or 20 years - is used, the total expenditures on highway
improvement and maintenance for a 30-year period will be approximately
the same (25)o This fact indicates that from a long range viewpoint a
- 169
10=ye-ir program would not cost more than a 20-year program and would
yield additional benefits to the highway user
Types of Needed Improvements
The following improvements were considered in the development of
the costs for a 15=year program in this study %
lo Immediate Improvements Needed <= The present deficiencies
2 Future Requirements =» Th© roads that are now adequate but that
will wear out within the program period^
and need replacement
„
3o Replacements Needed <= Improvements necessary before expected
life is attainedo
4o Stop=gap Requirements - Improvements of a temporary nature to
presently inadequate roads to make
them useable until inadequacies can
be eliminated©
5» Maintenance - Th© preservation of the investment s operational
coatSg and highway housekeeping,,
60 Administration - Engineering supervision and business management „
IaHaediate Improvements Needed
The immediate improvements refers to the amount of money needed
to improve all inadequate highways^ bridges s and railroad crossings to
tolerable or design standards,. This term refers explicitly to those
inadequacies of the highway systems of Indiana that have accumulated




Although 70 percent of the mileage on all systems Is inadequate
now, ma/iy mile3 of presently adequate highways will become deficient
before completion of the 15=year program,. Roads wear out or become
inadequate, in a capacity sense, due to the increasing volumes of
t-'affiCo The accrual of these deficiencies during the program period
represents a large portion of the total costo
Replacements Needed
Replacements are results of inadequacies which develop on improved
sections of highway before they are antieipatedo For example, although
the average service life of a structure is 50 years, a few structures
will be adequate for only 10 years while others may be adequate for 7$
years A new bridge could be destroyed by a flood, or a relatively new
section of highway may need more traffic lanes because of an unexpected
increase of vehicular travel, perhaps caused by the construction of an
industry along the new highway. The number and cost of such improvements,
which will become inadequate within the program period, have been deter=
mined by probability computations* Over a short period of time replace-
ment costs for a highway system are small, but they increase progressively
as the program period is increased,, The replacement costs for the
15=year program for the state highway systems are shown in Table 26o
Stopgap Requirements
At an accelerated rate of construction, it will be necessary to
delay many improvement projects for several years because there is a
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tremendous backlog of required improvements,. Some of these delayed im=
provements will require temporary construction to permit traffic to safely
/
use the highway,. This additional construction is called the stop-gap
requirementSo The cost of these improvements was found to be approximately
nine percent of the total construction costs on the state highway systems^
the city arterial systems^ and the county highway systems for the 15=year
program,, Stop=gap costs for residential streets and Local Service roads
were not considered because improvement projects on these systems could
be postponed without undue hardship to the relatively few highway users c
Table 26 indicates the stop=gap costs on the state highway systems for
the 15-=year program,,
Maintenance
Effective maintenance of highway facilities is essential so that
uninterrupted traffic service can be provided,, Analysis of cost records
of highway maintenance is difficult because these are numerous mainten^
ance functions and many of these functions are not clearly separated
from construction activities,, Maintenance costs, as used in this report
for state, county^ and city highway systens, do not include the cost of
betterments, such as the cost of construction of low=type surfaces and
other items which are capital improvements,
State Highway Maintenance
Roadway and structure maintenance on the rural state highways
should be improved,. At present funds for proper maintenance of many
miles of highway ara dispersed in order to spread available funds
over the state systems
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Maintenance cost records of the State Highway Department ser~
ved as a base for estimating the cost of adequate maintenance on the
present and future systems Maintenance costs on the future system
will increase because many miles of four-lane divided highway and high=
type, two-lane highway will be constructedo The average maintenance
costs for various classifications are shown in 'fable 27 <,
County Road Maintenance
Cost information in the counties of Indiana is inadequate© How-
ever j costs for adequate maintenance were determined on the basis of
average costs for labor, materials, and operating expenseso A summary
of maintenance costs used in this study is shown in Table 28<> In=
eluded in these estimates are sufficient funds for replacement of
gravel
«, and patching and sealing of bituminous pavement So
City Street Maintenance
City street cost records like county highway cost records, are
not adequate for estimating maintenance cost 3 o The few records kept
by certain cities vary considerably and the absence of a uniform method
accounting makes it difficult to assign equitable costs Unit costs
for maintenance were determined, however, from available information
for arterial and local access street systems and are shown in Table 29°
Administration
Administrative and overhead costs were included in the amounts
for maintenances Among the administrative costs are charges for rent
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TABLE 27
Estimated Annual Costs Per Mile
for Adequate State Highway Maintenance
Surface 1'ype
High Intermediate Low





Rural 2200 $1500 $1700 $2000
Secondary
Rural 2200 1400 1600 1500
Urban 3000 3000 2500 3000
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Included in maintenance is the constant renewal
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and upkeep of highway offices} salaries for administrative staffs,
clerks j, and typistsj costs of plans and blueprint reproduction; and
office supplies <>
The Program
The program for this study is presented in the form of average
annual costs and total costs for a 15-^year program,. Programs for other
periods of time were considered but will not be presented for reasons
already explained,. The program presented shows the distribution of
costs according to the classification of the state, county, and city
highway systemso
Because of the large backlog of needed improvements, a large por-
tion of the program time will be spent in correcting these deficiencies,,
Any future inadequacies which develop during this time, of course, must
be delayed until the backlog of deficiencies are corrected., It may also
be desirable to select different programs for different systems, such
as an accelerated program on the major systems,. However, worthy of
consideration is the fact that longer program periods on any system
postpone for many years improvements badly needed nowD
The annual program costs for the rural and urban state highways
are summarized in Table 30° In this and the following tables, costs
of stop=gaps and replacements are included in the cost of future im-
provement So Administrative costs are included in the maintenance costso
In the program outlined, U& percent of the total cost is required to
correct existing deficiencies, 39 percent is to provide for needs that
will accrue within 15 years, and 13 percent is for maintenance..
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TABLE 30
CQ3t of a 15~Year Program on the State Highway Systems
Average
Type3 of Highway Total Co3t Annual Cost
Rural Interstate Highways*
Existing Needs £ 783*293,000 £ 52,219,000
Future Needs 55,380,000 3,692,000
Maintenance Needs 72.676.000 4.84^000
Sub Total (Rural Interstate) & 911,349,000 $ 60,756,000
Urban Interstate Highways *
Existing Needs $ 274,483,000 $ 18,299,000
Future Needs 58,754,000 3,917,000
Maintenance Needs 26.570.000 1.771.000
Sub Total (Urban Interstate) $ 359,807,000 & 23,987,000
Total Interstate (Rural and Urban) $1,271,156,000 $ 84,743,000
Rural State Highways (Primary and Secondary)
Existing Needs S 471,888,000 £ 31,459,000
Future Needs 984,991,000 65,666,000
Maintenance Needs 289.706.000 19.314.000
Sub Total (Rural Stats Priaary and
Secondary) $1,746,585,000 £ 116,439,000
Existing Needs $ 201,642,000 $ 13,443,000
Future Neede 327,736,000 21,849,000
Maintenance Needs 64 .882 .000 4.325 a0O0
Sub Total (Urban) $ 594,267,000 § 39,617,000
Total (Rural Primary and Secondary
Urban) $2,340,852,000 & 156,056,000
Total Interstate and State Highway
(Rural and Urban) $3,612,008,000 $ 240,799,000




Improvement and maintenance of the 76,000 miles of county Ugh-
ways to acceptable standards will cost §66 million per year for 1§ yaargc
Meeds, of course, are not uniformly distributed throughout the stats<>
Heavily populated counties with extensive road mileages near urban
areas have greater needs than those counties of a predominately rural
natureo Table 31 summarizes the costs of a 15=year improvement program
on the county systems
Of the total cost for the 15~year program, 54 percent is for con=
struct!on and 46 percent is for maintenance „ When compared with the
State Highway System costs, the percentage required for maintenance is
much higher on the county oystesu This is true because most of the
mileage on the county system has an unstabilized surface and requires
proper periodic maintenance to be kept in an adequate condition.,
Based on the arterial system selected for those cities which did
not have classified street systems and also on the classified street
systems in existence in a few of the larger cities, the costs for a
15=year street improvement program shown in Table 32 were obtained
Many of ths costs for arterial streets in cities are State Highway
System costs and are not included in this tableo In some cases,
portions of the State Highway System should be removed from ths smaller
cities by means of adequate bypasses and the present streets should be-
come the responsibility of the cities involved,.
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TABLE 31
Cost of a 15°Year Program on the County Highway Systems
Tyge^of Highway




























§> 384,280,000 * 25,618,000
$ 990,790,000 * 66 9052,000
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TABLE 32
Cost of a 15°Year Program on the City Street Systems
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ANNUAL AVERAGE COST FOR 15 YEAR PROGRAM
CORRECTED TO COSTS OBTAINED FROM SECTION 108(d) STUDY
FIGURE 62
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Results of a 15°Year Program
State Systems
It was assumed in this study that the deficiencies of each high-
way system (state, county, and city) would be corrected to a level
that would give adequate service, considering the classification of
each road or street and the amount of traffic which uses it, by the
end of a 15=year improvement program The status of the Interstate
System would be as shown in Table 35
»
It should be noted that on the rural system many mile3 of four-
lane divided highways are necessary to complete this program. All
rural mileage of the Interstate System must be at least 4~lane
divided construction and limited access. For economic reasons it will
be necessary to rebuild this entire system except those parts included
in the Indiana Toll Road and the existing portion of the Tri=State
Expressway3
The change in status on the rural Primary and Secondary Highway
Systems for a 15=year program is given in Table 34» The degree of
improvement on this system is obvious*. The number of miles of paved
two=lane highways will be decreased from 35 percent to 72 percent of
the mileage in the two systems, and the number of miles of four-lane
divided highways will be increased from U percent to 18 percent D Be-
cause much of the rural motor vehicle travel will occur on these systems,
benefits to highway users will be great
„
It is estimated that the number of miles of bypasses around urban
areas will be increased by over 200 mileso Many miles of Urban State
Highway extensions will also be widened, resurfaced, or rebuilt „ The
larger urban areas throughout the state will have freeway systems
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Present and Future Statue of the State
Rural Primary and Secondary Systems
Present Status
Percent of
Type of Facility Miles Total Mies Mies







Paved Twc-=Lane 7,810 65 6,965
Paved Four-Lane __J22 _A 1*220






which will carry haavy traffic to the heart of the city safely, quickly,
an<5 economically<> The greatest noticeable change in the highway system,
5a fact, will probably take place in these large metropolitan areas<>
People in these areas will observe the benefits of an adequate highway
as they drive to work, shop, attend church, and perform other daily
activities which require the use of motor vehicle transportation.
County Highway System
A great portion of the Primary and Secondary Systems in the
counties must be resurfaced or reconstructed during the 15-year program..
These systems will feel the greatest effects of the improvement program
in the countyo In general, many existing county highways have geometric
design features that are adequate or that can be made adequate with a
minimum of constructions the reason for most reconstruction or new ccn-
etruction on these roads is usually insufficient bases or surfaces*
Many of the existing gravel roads which will carry over 200 vehicles
per day must have an intermediate type pavement and, of course, some of
the more heavily traveled roads must have high-type pavements..
Another major problem on the county Primary and Secondary Systems
is the replacement of many inadequate bridges with structures that are
capable of carrying heavy modern loadings and which have sufficient
length and width to provide adequate waterway openings and safe, un-
obstructed vehicular passagso In some cases,, these bridges can be
widened to adequate standards by using less expansive construction than
would be required for complete replacement
o
The Local Service System will remain essentially as it is today
except for replacement of inadequate structures and rebuilding of in-*




Bottlenecks causing lengthy delays must be eliminated or by pessedc
Figure 63
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will be wed for adequate Gaintenance In general, the lowest
surface type should be gravel, crushed stone, or some stabilized road
sur'ace. In counties in which large urban areas are located, the pro-
blem of the Local Sendee System will be complicated by the continual
expansion of the city suburbs into the rural areas,, These new highways
will provide an additional maintenance and cost problem to the countieso
City Street System
The large cities of the state are faced with a serious problem in
the elimination of present and future deficiencies within the next 15
yearso Freeway and major thoroughfare construction is necessary or
some city arterials in addition to the proposed for the State Highway
System* A 1954 comprehensive traffic survey report for the city of
Indianapolis outlines an extensive improvement program on the arterial
system of the city which would greatly benefit the highway user Q This
program would be accomplished by providing streets of adequate width
and surface for the movement of traffic with a minimum of delay In
the smaller cities much of the city arterial system is provided by the
State Systemo For this reason the smaller cities do not have the ser-
ious problems that are found in large citieSo However, these cities do
have problems on their arterials, and a large amount of improvement is
still necessaryo
Because the initial construction of new residential streets is the
responsibility of the land developer, the construction standards for
these streets depend upon local laws and regulations concerning platting
and city planning., In many cities these standards are adequate and en-
forcedo When the improvement program ends, these new streets and all
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existing streets should have adequate surfaces, curbs and gutters,
sidewalks, and drainage These streets will then provide adequate
service for residential traffic and also contribute to a well=>developed
neighborhood that a -wholesome society needSo
The parking problem in most cities is becoming more serious each
year and there is little indication of any relief unless bold and
decisive action is takeno Although parking improvements have not bean
included in this report, adequate,, off=street parking garages and lots
should be constructed in the next 15 years to more fully solve the
highway transportation problem. Terminal parking facilities must be
developed at the same rate or perhaps even faster than highway improve-
ment So The urban transportation problem will be only partially solved
if the problem of adequate parking is ignored or a half=hearted solu-
tion is attempted.,
Priorities
The amount and cost of the work required on the roads and streets
of Indiana make it imperative that priorities of improvement be deter-
mined and followed in the development of highway facilities.. This tool
of planning will insure that the most urgent and important work will be
completed as rapidly as possible and will place the entire program on a
logical and systematic basiso
The fact that roads and streets are classified into different
systems places highways on some degree of priority,, In most instances
a highway on the Interstate System would have more urgent need of im=
provement than a county roado Each system, however, includes many miles
of deficient highway for which a detailed method is needed to determine
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Adequate off=3treet parking facilities are needed to help
solve the highway transportation problem
Figure 64
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the pri-Tity of individual project 3»
Controls on- the classification of highway systems are usually the
resu' t of legislative action., However, the development of annual project
prjjrities is the direct concern of the highway administration in each
,'irisdictiono Therefore, with proper classification of the road system,
each jurisdiction should establish its own project priorities fey
developing a logical evaluation system for improvement o
Project priorities can be developed ty measuring the service a
highway performs and the adequacy of the highway to provide that service,
Generally service is measured on the state system by comparing traffic
volume and capacity,. On the county systems, service is measured by
existence of mail, milk, and other service routes, as well as traffic
volume o Adequacy of the highway to serve traffic is generally measured
by the relative condition of pavement j shoulders; drainage; and geo=
metric design features such as pavement width, shoulder width, restricted
sight distance, and horizontal and. vertical alignment. Accident expex^
ience has also been used to measure adequacy of service
Priorities can be determined by these yardsticks, but other cri-
teria should also be usedo It is desirable tnat highways be improved
in an orderly manner so a whole route or section of a route is uniformly
improved,, It would be unwise for safety reasons to retain a few miles
of two-lane highway between sections of four-lane divided highwayso
In addition, federal aid apportionments to each highway system must
be considered,. Technical difficulties in the preparation of surveys
and plans, the procurement of right-of-way, the awarding of contracts,
and unforeseeable emergencies such as floods, may influence priority-
rating programsc In the development of annual programs, all of these
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factors must be considered and weighed with sound judgment by aduinis-
trators to avoid pitfalls and impossible situations.,
Sufficiency Ratings
Sufficiency rating procedures have been developed in recent years
to assist in the determination of construction priorities (37)o Thtr
have proved to be a valuable tool in selecting projects for annual
programs.. In these procedures, each section of highway is compared
with accepted ideal standards of service, safety, and structural con=
dition Any condition which does not meet these ideal standards is
given a rating which is a percentage of the ideal rating; the worse
the condition the lower the ratings, Annual review and revision of
these ratings and the selection of those projects with the lowest ratl-
ings keeps the program geared to the most urgently needed improvement
s
D
The State Highway Department of Indiana has not adopted a sui'fi-
ciency rating procedure c If e. logical programming method is to be es~
tablished, a sufficiency rating procedure or other effective method
must be adopted. Such procedures should also be used for county high-
ways and municipal atreetso The results would be as valuable to local





The development of highways from the time of Indiana's statehood
in 1816 is intimately related to finance. Highway finance has progressed
from the period of "payment in land" in the early 19th century, when
every physically capable male was expect?. ark as much as ten days on
the road, to the present when highw. ss are collected frcm var-
ious sources (13)
.
The following discussion will not recommend a particular method
of highway finance or form of allocation of the cost to the highway
user and non-user. It will point out several sources of highway revenue
that have been used in the past and those that are now being used.
In 179-2 the Gove of the Northwest Territory authorized the
annual appointment of responsible individuals to supervise road work
in each township. Under the system established,, every physically capable
male citizen over 15 years of age was required to work ten days per year
without pay on the roads in his township. In 1799 a township road tax,
to be assessed persons who did not perform actual work on the road, was
authorized. These practices continued for more than a century.
A requirement of the Federal Government, when Indiana became a
state, provided that five percent of the net proceeds from the sale of
public lands in Indiana should be reserved for the construction of roads
and canals,, Three-fifths of these reserved funds were given to the new
state government for expenditures on projects within Indiana while the
remaining two-fifths were used by the Federal Government for the con-
struction of the National Road (now U. S. 40). Money received from the
"three percent fund" for many ysars constituted the only aid to the
counties and townships zd construction and naintenanee
From statehood to about 1850, the Indiana Legislature used a
"special act" to finance the construction of highways,, A State Com~
missioner was appointed to distribute the "three percent fund" to the
counties, and on sever sions the Legislature made grants from
this fund for the improvement of specific roads
In 1835, the Internal Improvement Act provided money, obtained
principally by borrowing, for the construction of canals and highways..
This venture in bond financing did not prove financially successful and
the 3tate became burdened with a debt which could not be paid
As a result of these financial failures, the state constitution
provided, when revised in 1851 3 that no law shall authorize a debt to
be contracted on behalf of the £;tate except in extremely limited condi-
tion a « This "pay=>a&=you=go" policy has governed the method of
financing the highways of Indiana to the present time Q
Growth of Modern Highway Financing
I llll I HIIIW IHfl! mill I !! !—— 1 III HI >!! !— I *Gtmi» >!! Ill I IIIM I lllfcm
The development of the motor vshic3.e caused great changes in high-
way financingo Prior to the development of the motor vehicle, highway
funds came from local property taxation o As the motor vehicle grew in
Importance, the major source of highway funds shifted from a tax on
property to a tax on the highway user Property taxation remains an '
important source of highway revenue to cities, but its importance to
counties as a souree of highway revenue has diminished greatly in
recent years, Funds from the property tax have not been used on the
state systems since 1825. In recent years motor fuel taxes and regis-
tration fees have supplied most of the highway fundso Federal aid
has also had significan ienee on highway finance and may have pro-







The State of Indiana entered the motor vehicle tax field in 1905
with the passage of its first motor vehicle licensing acto The act
provided for lar to be ;he General Fund of the
State Treasury by the owner of each motor vehicle a regardless of siae
or type. The act also required Indiana ? s first official license plate,
a circular disk two inches -ero
In 1913 a graduated system of taxation based on vehicle horse-
power 'was adoptedo Ths fee ranged from two dollars to twenty dollars
annually for each vehicle.. Because a state highway system in Indiana
was not established at that time, the entire revenue^ less the cost
of supplies., operation, and administration^ was apportioned to the coun-
tieSo With the exception of registration fees for trucks, these fees
remained the .same until 1923,
In 1923 the graduated system of motor vehicle feeB was changed to
include the gross weight and horsepower of the vehicle o The year 1923
also saw the enactment of the state's first motor fuel tax, which pro-
vided for a tax of two cents on each galioxj of gasoline o A subs^
tiai portion of the fur ..ved from this tax as allocated to t
State Highway Departs* h had been established in 1919* In 1925'
the motor fuel tax was increased to three cents per gallon One=third
of the revenue derived Ms tax was allocated to counties and cities 5
and two-thirds to the State Highway Commission. The motor fuel tax was
increased to four cents per gallon in 1929 . Three-fourths of the
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The importance of property taxation as a source of highway revenue
has declined during the past 30 years. In 1955 only seven psrcent of
the total county revenues for highways came from property taxation or
other local source s, and most of these funds were derived from a cumu=
latlve bridge levyB All funds for county highway construction end
maintenance came from the Motor Vehicle Highway Account
Property taxation and special assessments have always been an
important source of revenues for the cities. In 1955 nearly 44 percent
of the total street funds was obtained from these sources and the re-
maining amount was derived from the Motor Vehicle Highway Account
o
Funds from property taxation have not been used on the state
systems since 1925o All of the state revenues presently used on these
systems are obtained from the Motor Vehicle Highway Accounto
Motor Vehicle Highway Account
In 1937 the State Legislature established the "Motor Vehicle High-
way Account" as a fund of the State » Receipts from registration fees,
motor fuel taxes and funds from miscellaneous sources are credited to
this accounto Funds from this account are distributed by the State
Auditor to the cities and counties and to the State Highway Department.
The distribution of these fund3 has been changed by the State
Legislature in the years 1941, 1943, 1947, and finally in 1949- At
the present time, the net amount of this fund, after deduction of
administrative costs and appropriations for the Division of Public
Safety and for the State Police Department, is distributed as follows:
Incorporated Cities 15 percent
Counties 32 percent
State Highway Department 53 percent
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For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1955, the cities received $12.7
million, the counties $27.1 million and the State Highway Department
$44«9 million from this Account.
Funds Distributed in 1955
State
The total funds available for highway purposes on the state systems
are derived from monies distributed from the Motor Vehicle Highway
Account and federal aid. Federal aid fund allocation is divided between
the Interstate, Primary, Secondary, and Urban systems. The total made
available in 1955 to the state systems from the Motor Vehicle Highway
Account and federal aid was $56 million (64).
Counties
County highway funds are derived mainly from the Motor Vehicle
Highway Account. Since 1944, federal aid funds have also been made
available to counties for use on approved Federal Aid Secondary High<=
ways. In 1955 funds from local sources ^property tax levy for use only
on bridges- amounted to less than 10 percent of the total revenue for
highway construction and maintenance. Total funds made available in
1955 from all sources amounted to $30.7 million (33)°
Cities
The principal source of revenue for the city street system is the
distribution from the Motor Vehicle Highway Account. Local sources of
revenue, however, are responsible for an appreciable portion of funds
for the city streets. Local funds in 1955 amounted to approximately
$10 million, and the funds derived from the Motor Vehicle Highway Account
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for that year were $12.7 million,. Funds from all sources for city
street construction and maintenance were approximately £24 million (34 )o
Expenditure of Highway Funds
Highway funds are spent for three highway functions—construction,
maintenance, and administration . The distribution of funds for these
highway functions vary between highway agencies. Difference in traffic,
the extent and condition of the highway network, and the past and present
funds available result in widely different expenditures on the various
highway systems.
The accompanying chart indicates the construction and maintenance
expenditures for 1946=1953 on the state, county, and city systems (75 )o
Administration expenditures are included in the construction and main-
tenance costso Expenditures for the state systems are primarily for
construction, and expenditures for county roads and city streets are
primarily for maintenance,, It is a fact, however, that some of the
costs that were classified as maintenance were construction, because
past accounting methods have included some construction expenditures
with maintenance costs.
Other Factors in Highway Finance
Highways are constructed, maintained, and administered by using
equipment, labor and materials and are affected by inflation
of costs.
Since 1939 costs of highway work have risen steadily
because of economic
conditions during the war and post-war era. According to a
highway con-
struction cost index developed by the Bureau of Public Koads,
the highway
dollar in 1955 purchased only 79 percent as much as it did
in 1946 and
only about half as much as it did in 1932o
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Other conditions of major importance affect the cost of highway
constructionc Standards of highway construction have continually in-
creased, and it is possible that they will increase in the fut<re e
'
Certainly the availability of funds will greatly influence the rote of
structural obsolescence of the highway. Protection of the highway .
vestment through adequate limited access laws will also have a pro-
nounced influence on preventing functi beolescence All of these
items have an effect on the ultimate highway cost*
Adequacy of Our Present Fiscal ..Program
The passage of the Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956 and the in-
crease in state motor fuel taxes early in 1957 will result in more
dollars for highway construction and maintenance in Xndiana The
projection of the revenues from local sources, the iiotor Vehicle
Highway Account, and estimated income from federal aid will not.
however., yield, sufficient funds in the next 15 yei-rs to eliminate all
of the highway deficiencies,,
Conclusion
The highway fiscal policies used in Indiana are the results of
experience and attitudes that developed in expanding the state from a
frontier wilderness to an industrial and agricultural center of the
midwest o The trend in highway finance is that the highway user, through
vehicle and motor fuel taxes, is providing increasing revenue for high=
ways* In 1955 the highway user provided nearly 86 percent of the total
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Although Congress has increased Federal Aid to Indiana and the
General Assembly has 'increased motor fuel taxes, money to eliminate all
deficiencies within 15 years will not be available under the fiscal'
policieso
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